
The Awful History of Trump and His Minions

03.05.24-HUMILITY AND RESTRAINT?-TRUMP DOESN'T KNOW THESE WORDS- Fox News host Trey

Gowdy on Monday encouraged Trump to “show humility” after the Supreme Court overturned a

Colorado court’s decision to bar the former president from appearing on 2024 ballots. “I would

encourage him to do something that he doesn’t often do, which is show humility, because there are

other decisions that are coming that he may not agree with,” the former GOP congressman from South

Carolina said. “I don’t think he’s going to win the presidential immunity case before the court,” he added.

“So, you know, it’s confusing when you say ‘I love you’ on one day and ‘I hate you’ the next. Show a little

restraint when you win. Show a little restraint when you don’t win.”

03.03.24-NEVER WAS A CASE-Rep. Jamie Raskin, Ranking Member of the Committee on Oversight and

Accountability, issued the following statement after Committee Republicans released the transcript from

the deposition of Hunter Biden: “Hunter Biden’s testimony debunked and demolished—once more—all

the false claims and conspiracy theories that make up this hopeless impeachment inquiry. “Hunter Biden

repeatedly made clear that Joe Biden was not involved in, did not profit from, and took no official actions

to benefit any of his business ventures. Hunter Biden supported this testimony with specific evidence

throughout the deposition about a variety of his own business ventures. “More than 100,000 pages of

documents and dozens of hours of testimony from more than a dozen witnesses have definitively

established that there has been no wrongdoing by President Biden, much less an impeachable offense.

It’s time to fold up the circus tent and send all the jugglers, clowns, and elephants home.”

03.02.24-TRUMP STUDENT-Offensive comments by N.C. Republican Mark Robinson, favored to win the

Republican nomination for governor stand out even in Trump’s party. There was the time he called

school shooting survivors “media prosti-tots” for advocating for gun-control policies. The meme mocking

a Harvey Weinstein accuser, and the other meme mocking actresses for wearing “whore dresses to

protest sexual harassment.” The prediction that rising acceptance of homosexuality would lead to

pedophilia and “the END of civilization as we know it”; the talk of arresting transgender people for their

bathroom choice; the use of antisemitic tropes; the Facebook posts calling Hillary Clinton a “heifer” and

Michelle Obama a man. (HuffPost)

03.01.24-MAGA DICTATORS ARE COMING-Large parts of the Republican Party now treat Vladimir Putin

as if he were an ideological ally. Putin, by contrast, continues to treat the U.S. as an enemy.Trump and

many other Republicans seem to feel ideological sympathies with Putin’s version of right-wing

authoritarian nationalism. They see the world dividing between a liberal left and an illiberal right, with

both themselves and Putin — along with Viktor Orban of Hungary and some other world leaders — in

the second category. Whatever the explanation, the situation threatens decades of bipartisan consensus

about U.S. national security. Trump has suggested that he might abandon the U.S. commitment to NATO,

an alliance that exists to contain Russia and that Putin loathes. He recently invited Russia to “to do

whatever the hell they want” to NATO countries that don’t spend enough on their own defense. Trump

has also avoided criticizing Putin for the mysterious death this month of his most prominent domestic

critic, Aleksei Navalny, and has repeatedly praised Putin as a strong and smart leader. In a town hall last

year, Trump refused to say whether he wanted Ukraine or Russia to win the war. (NYT)

02.29.24-PLEASE DUMP THIS IDIOT-Rep. Lauren Boebert went on the attack accusing the Biden’s of

being a corrupt crime family just hours before her son was arrested on 22 separate charges. Boebert and

the MAGAs have wasted taxpayer time and money on a Trump inspired crusade to impeach President

https://www.facebook.com/mark.k.robinson.3/posts/pfbid02GBDTEF8NNyCL4oZ57MFUPb3VrRAAG77zqsx9WCjX6eFbkQaDywKFYHqXaMWkTXufl
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2024/02/12/north-carolina-governors-race-transgender-bathroom/?itid=lk_inline_manual_3


Biden, but in over a year, they have produced NO evidence! Boebert is an embarrassment to Colorado

and America. She’s obstructing the work of the people to carry out retribution for Trump. MAGA’s star

witness in the impeachment hearing is a twice arrested and admitted liar with ties to Russian

intelligence officers. Maybe that’s the crime family Boebert meant to tweet about? Lauren’s ex husband

was arrested last month for assault, and Lauren herself has a history of arrests. Maybe she meant to say

the Boebert Crime Family?

02.28.24-SEVERAL REPUBLICANS HAVE DONE THIS WITH BILLS THEY VOTED AGAINST, I SEEM TO

REMEMBER-Rep. Maria Salazar (R-Fla.) this month celebrated delivering $1.4 million to a children’s

hospital in her district. Except Salazar voted against the bill that provided this money. “I am thrilled to

have secured over $1.4 million to provide cutting-edge medicine to children and help the hospital

confront our nation’s growing mental health crisis.” But as her own press release states, this money

came from the Fiscal Year 2023 Consolidated Appropriations Act ― a bill she opposed. What’s strange is

that Salazar is not just trying to take credit for money that she voted against, she openly cites where this

funding came from — and it’s very easy to look up her vote on this bill. It’s as if she is just hoping nobody

notices. It’s not the first time the Florida congresswoman has been caught taking credit for bills she

opposed. Last month, a CBS News Miami reporter called her out for doing this with two other bills, the

CHIPS and Science Act and the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act. Both of those bills delivered

money to Salazar’s district that she touted, despite her votes against them. Pressed on those votes,

Salazar said she forgot about them.”Listen I, that was, I think, last cycle. I cannot really remember right

now,” she said. (HuffPost)

02.27.24-THEIR INFLUENCE IS GROWING IN REPUBLICAN CIRCLES-NBC Journalist Shows CPAC Head

Matt Schlapp The Nazis Who Attended. The head honcho of (CPAC) went scorched-earth on an NBC

News report that noted the number of Nazis at its annual gathering this weekend. But Matt Schlapp’s

furious denial of a Nazi presence at CPAC seemed to fall apart after the reporter who wrote the article

brought the receipts. Ben Goggin’s article noted that, unlike in previous years, when conference

organizers ejected well-known neo-Nazis and white supremacists, such as Nick Fuentes, the extremists

didn’t face any resistance this time. Goggin’s article, published Saturday, included photos from the event

that showed people who’ve admitted being Nazis. But even though Goggin’s article linked to a video of a

self-proclaimed Nazi, Ryan Sanchez, giving the Nazi salute in the hotel lobby, CPAC angrily denied that

white supremacists had a presence at CPAC in separate posts on X.

02.26.24-WHEN WILL THE TRUMP SUPPORTERS WISE UP?-Former Trump White House staffer Sarah

Matthews on Sunday sounded the alarm on Trump’s increasingly disturbing comments. The former

president has “gotten more unhinged in his rhetoric,” Matthews told MSNBC’s Jen Psaki. “Obviously,

Donald Trump’s first four years in office were marked by lots of controversies but I think that the type of

rhetoric that he is using today, it’s really concerning,” Matthews said. “It’s almost Hitler-esque in a way,

especially when he talks about things like immigration, saying things like, ‘Poisoning the blood of our

country.’” Matthews acknowledged that it may sound “pretty alarmist” to warn of her former boss’

threat to democracy if he wins a second term. But she urged voters to listen to Trump’s own words, like

when he said he’d be a dictator on day one, and think about his actions, such as his efforts to overturn

the 2020 election result. (MSN)

02.25.24-SICK FAR-RIGHT MAGA CHRISTIAN NATIONALISM-Alabama Chief Justice Tom Parker, who

wrote the concurring opinion in last week’s explosive Alabama Supreme Court ruling that frozen embryos

have the same rights as living children, recently appeared on a show hosted by self-anointed “prophet”

and QAnon conspiracy theorist Johnny Enlow. “God created government,” he told Enlow, adding that it’s



“heartbreaking” that “we have let it go into the possession of others.” That a state’s chief Supreme Court

justice would associate himself with Enlow is a cause for alarm. Enlow is a prolific conspiracy theorist,

often weaving QAnon apocrypha with prophecies he claims to receive directly from God. Enlow has

claimed that Trump “is on assignment” from God to work with the angels Michael and Gabriel to take

down George Soros and Bill Gates, among others; he has claimed that Russian President Vladamir Putin

is fighting “Luciferian pedophiles” in Ukraine, in a battle to stop them from deploying vaccines and 5G

that would turn people into transhumanist semi-robots; and he has claimed that the majority of other

world leaders are “satanic” pedophiles who “steal blood” and “do sacrifices.” (HuffPost)

02.24.24-MY LAST REFERENCE TO THIS LOSER-Top aides to Florida Gov. DeSantis blocked the release of

records detailing his taxpayer-funded travel and retaliated against those who favored making them

public, according to sworn statements from two former Florida Department of Law Enforcement officials.

The statements were filed Wednesday in Leon County Circuit Court as part of a Washington Post lawsuit

challenging the constitutionality of a new Florida law limiting release of the governor’s travel records.

The officials describe DeSantis’s staff demanding a close review of many requests from media

organizations, often hampering the release of public information. (Washington Post)

02.23.24-NO SURPRISE!-A bipartisan ethics panel in Wisconsin has recommended felony charges against

one of Trump’s fundraising arms in relation to an alleged scheme that it says was meant to circumvent

campaign finance laws to take out a powerful GOP lawmaker who has turned against Trump. The

prosecution referrals became public Friday and add to the legal troubles of the former president, who is

already facing 91 charges in four cases in other jurisdictions. The Wisconsin Ethics Commission this week

found probable cause that Trump’s Save America committee and several state and local Republican

officials committed felonies and recommended several district attorneys investigate and prosecute them,

according to records released Friday. (Washington Post)

02.21.24-SOME DAY IT WILL BE REVEALED WHAT PUTIN HAS ON TRUMP-Trump, who didn't have the

courage to condemn Russian President Vladimir Putin for Navalny's death, instead tweeted out a mopey,

self-obsessed, and abjectly delusional screed likening Navalny's treatment in a Russian penal colony to

his own here at home. (Washington Post)

02.20.24-ANOTHER PART OF HIS FASCIST PLAN-Trump has promised his supporters that in a second

term he would launch “the largest domestic deportation operation in American history.” To deport as

many as ten million of what he called “foreign national invaders,” Trump advisor Stephen Miller

explained on a November podcast, the administration would federalize National Guard troops from

Republican-dominated states and send them around the country to round people up, moving them to

“large-scale staging grounds near the border, most likely in Texas,” that would serve as internment

camps. (Washington Post)

AND THIS:

WTH?-Indiana Attorney General Todd Rokita just launched a portal for people to report what he called

“socialist indoctrination from classrooms.”

02.19.24-WE DIDN'T NEED HISTORIANS TO TELL US THIS-Presidential historians in a new survey rank

President Biden as the 14th best president in American history — and put Trump last.



● The tally came from 154 presidential specialists who are current and recent members of the

American Political Science Association. They were asked to give every president a score, from 0

to 100.

● Abraham Lincoln topped the list with an average score of 95; Biden scored an average of 62.66,

putting him two spots above Ronald Reagan. Trump averaged just under 11 points.

02.18.24-$354M. If he pays, let's see who he screws out of the money!

02.17.24-ANOTHER BLOW TO THE MAGA WHICH HUNT-An FBI informant has been charged with lying to

his handler about ties between President Joe Biden, his son Hunter and a Ukrainian energy company.

Alexander Smirnov falsely told FBI agents in June 2020 that executives associated with the Ukrainian

energy company Burisma paid Hunter and Joe Biden $5 million each in 2015 or 2016, prosecutors said

Thursday. Smirnov told the FBI that a Burisma executive had claimed to have hired Hunter Biden to

“protect us, through his dad, from all kinds of problems,” prosecutors said. He repeated some of the

false claims when he was interviewed by FBI agents in September 2023 and changed his story about

others and “promoted a new false narrative after he said he met with Russian officials," prosecutors said.

Smirnov, 43, was indicted on charges of making a false statement and creating a false and fictitious

record. (Daily Kos)

02.16.24-SO WELL SAID-A veterans group hammered Trump as “Putin’s puppet” in an ad released

Thursday, calling out the former U.S. president’s latest attack on the NATO military alliance. Trump over

the weekend said that he’d encourage Russia, led by President Vladimir Putin, to do “whatever the hell

they want” to “delinquent” NATO members that don’t pay their “bills” — seemingly ignoring the fact

that member countries don’t actually pay fees but instead promise to spend 2% of their gross domestic

product on defense. “Putin’s puppet is back with a vengeance and Republicans are marching in lockstep,

following orders to strangle the freedom fighters in Ukraine, threatening to break the NATO alliance

that’s kept the West safe, and encouraging Putin to invade our European allies,” began the narrator of

the new ad, released by the VoteVets political action committee. “Just ask the people of Poland, Finland

and the Baltics whose borders are already under assault from Russia whether they trust Putin the way

Trump does,” the narrator continued. “Ask the parents of American service members if they are ready to

sacrifice their kids’ lives for Trump’s weakness.” (HuffPost) Let alone his degrading comments referring to

American Military members as losers and suckers.

12.14.24-ANOTHER DUMBASS REPUBLICAN POLITICIAN-How convinced is Rep. Chuck Edwards (R-N.C.)

that Joe Biden deserves all the blame for the current issues at the U.S.-Mexico border? So convinced that

he’s willing to use a photo taken in 2018 ― when Trump was president ― to make his point. On Tuesday

night, around the time House Republicans were voting to impeach Homeland Security Secretary

Alejandro Mayorkas for no good reason, Edwards posted a photo of a road filled with a large crowd of

people, implied to be seeking asylum in the U.S. Overlaid on the photo was a little image of Biden

seemingly exclaiming “I Did That!” (Huffington Post)

12.13.24-BEFORE YOU MAGA FANS GET TOO EXCITED-The Black National Anthem was written in 1900

and performed for the first time at a celebration of Abraham Lincoln’s birthday. It has been called the

“Black national anthem” since 1919, 12 years before “The Star-Spangled Banner” was officially chosen as

the national anthem. And, it is National Black History Month!

02.12.24-THE MONSTER SPEAKS-UNAMERICAN, APPALLING AND UNHINGED-Trump said on Saturday

that, when he was president, he told leaders of NATO countries he would look the other way if Russia

https://www.huffpost.com/news/topic/joe-biden


were to invade an ally he felt wasn’t spending enough on defense. When Trump was in office in 2017, he

was initially critical of the agreement’s Article 5 clause, which states an attack on any NATO member will

be treated as an attack against all members, before reversing course. But the US’ commitment to its

NATO allies will come into question again if Trump retakes the White House, particularly after his speech

raised alarm on both sides of the Atlantic. The White House called Trump’s comments “appalling and

unhinged,” and the head of NATO said his suggestion “undermines all of our security.” (Morning Brew)

.11.24-SLIMY OPPORTUNIST-Senate Republicans rejected the most conservative immigration policy bill

in recent decades Wednesday. Just four of them voted for the combined border security and Ukraine aid

package. And South Carolina’s Lindsey Graham was not one of them. Graham had argued in favor of the

deal just days before on Fox News. He said it would bring “real change” immigration laws and stem

border crossings. “I hope people keep an open mind,” Graham said Sunday, before he voted against the

bill on Wednesday. Now the Senate is set up to pass the supplemental aid bill to Ukraine, Israel, and

Taiwan without the border provisions. What does the bill need to include to pass muster with Graham?

Border security. You’ll really can’t make this shit up. (Daily Kos)

02.09.24-MAGA BILL RECAP-REALLY???

● Republicans have been hyperventilating about the "border crisis" on TV ever since Donald Trump

left office

● Three-and-a-half-month Speaker Mike Johnson refused to consider further aid to Ukraine

without tackling the border

● Democrats and Republicans negotiated a bipartisan border bill in which Democrats conceded a

lot

● Then Donald Trump, seeing a bipartisan bill actually coming together, opposed it because he

wants to keep yelling about the "border crisis" on TV while running for president

● Republicans, completely subservient to their lord and master Trump, killed their own bipartisan

bill

● Then, just a day later, House Republicans tried to impeach Homeland Secretary Alejandro

Mayorkas because of the "border crisis"—and in typical House Republican fashion, they failed,

LOL

Let that sink in: Republicans demanded action, stopped action from happening, then tried to impeach

someone because there had been no action. Republicans have a razor-thin majority in the House and

they don't deserve it. Democrats only need to flip five seats to take back the House.

02.08.24-SICK POLITICS-Conservative radio host Jesse Kelly stepped forward to boast that he is who Sen.

James Lankford (R-Okla.) said had threatened to “destroy” him over his push for the now-nixed

bipartisan bill on immigration. In a Senate floor speech on Wednesday, Lankford said an unnamed

“popular commentator” had “told me flat out, ‘If you try to move a bill that solves the border crisis

during this presidential year, I will do whatever I can to destroy you because I do not want you to solve

this before the presidential election.’ The lawmaker added, “By the way, they have been faithful to their

promise and have done everything they can to destroy me in the past several weeks.” The bill came

under relentless fire from Trump and his allies, who see immigration as key to his reelection in

November. (HuffPost)

02.07.24-DISGUSTING TRAITOR-CNN's Abby Phillip on Tuesday crushed Tucker Carlson’s lies one by one.

The claims he makes in a video would not surprise those familiar with the fired Fox News star’s



opposition to funding for Ukraine. Phillip introduces Carlson’s clip from Moscow by declaring he is “lying

from the streets of Russia, no less.” Carlson asserts that “not a single Western journalist has bothered to

interview” Putin in the war. “That’s a lie,” Phillip counters, noting that CNN and other outlets have

requested an interview repeatedly. (Even the Kremlin acknowledged the multiple requests, essentially

debunking the man whom Phillip dismissed as another propaganda arm of Russian state media.) Phillip

destroys Carlson’s claim that he’s in journalism. “Tucker Carlson is not a journalist,” she says. “Not even

close.” The host referred to a court case in which Fox News admitted that Carlson was “not stating actual

facts” and was “engaging in exaggeration and nonliteral commentary. (HuffPost)

02.06.24-WTH?-GOP SET TO TORPEDO BILL IT DEMANDED In a stunning reversal, Senate Republicans on

Monday signaled their plan to filibuster bipartisan legislation that paired border policy with more U.S.

aid to Ukraine. Republican Sen. James Lankford, who spent months negotiating the border provisions the

GOP demanded, said he may vote against his own bill this week. [HuffPost]

02.05.24-PAYBACK FOR ALL OF THE PEOPLE HE SCREWED OUT OF MONEY-Anthony Scaramucci suspects

Trump will start feeling the pinch in 2024 as he faces a verdict in his civil fraud trial and mounting legal

bills. Last month, a New York jury ordered Trump to pay $83.3 million to writer E. Jean Carroll in the

defamation case she brought against him. The judge overseeing his fraud case, in which New York’s

attorney general is seeking $370 million in damages, is also poised to hand down a verdict in the coming

weeks. Scaramucci, a Wall Street financier who served briefly as Trump’s White House press secretary in

2017, said his former boss may be able to put up the money for the Carroll damages, but “if he gets hit

with another 370 or so million, I think he is going to be forced to liquidate assets or expand the balance

sheet in terms of taking loans on his assets.” He noted that Trump will soon have to pay tens of millions,

perhaps hundreds of millions of dollars in legal fees as he battles four criminal indictments. “And so

there’s an avalanche about to hit him on the financial side,” Scaramucci said, noting that the Republican

National Committee is also dealing with cash flow problems. “They’re looking for loans themselves,” he

added. “The big donors don’t want to support Trump or be anywhere near him. And so I think there’s a

cataclysm coming in the second half of 2024.” (HuffPost)

02.03.24-MINDLESS MAGAS-“Weekend Update” co-host Colin Jost clowned MAGA world on Saturday

for pushing a Taylor Swift conspiracy theory. He explained the theory, which claims the upcoming Super

Bowl is being rigged so the Kansas City Chiefs can win and make way for Swift to come onto the field

with Chiefs tight end Travis Kelce to endorse President Joe Biden.“ Man, MAGA people have so many

enemies to keep track of,” Jost said. “You have to hate the NFL, Taylor Swift, Bud Light, Disney, Kristen

Stewart for some reason, electric stoves, windmills, the concept of rainbows and the green M&M.” Jost

then added to his list of MAGA world’s frustrations by going after Trump. “And you have to think that

everybody in the government is a secret pedophile except for this guy dancing with Jeffrey Epstein,” said

Jost, who pointed to a 1992 clip of Trump dancing next to the disgraced financier at his Mar-a-Lago

estate. “I mean, isn’t that the happiest you’ve ever seen Trump? He’s dancing like nobody is checking

IDs.”

02.02.24-

● BIDEN REPORTEDLY UNLOADS ON TRUMP IN PRIVATE President Joe Biden has reportedly been

dropping some major f-bombs when speaking in private about Trump. “The president has

described Trump to longtime friends and close aides as a ‘sick fuck’ who delights in others’

misfortunes.”

https://www.huffpost.com/news/topic/donald-trump


● 'MEA CULPA' Larry Kudlow, one of Trump’s leading economic advisers, now admits he was wrong

about the predictions he made for the economy under Biden. "I was wrong about the slowdown

and the recession, so was the entire forecasting fraternity," he said. (HuffPost)

● Fox News White House correspondent Peter Doocy had some bad news for “Fox & Friends” on

Thursday ― and that meant it was good news for President Joe Biden. From the White House,

Doocy, who’s been known to get on Biden’s nerves, reported on a new Quinnipiac poll showing

the incumbent ahead of Donald by six points in their probable November rematch. (HuffPost)

02.01.24-SANCTIMONIOUS MAGA: America is not and has never been a Christian Nation. In this country

people can worship how they please — what they can’t do is make other people worship the way they

like, and they can’t try to implement their religious morals onto other people who aren’t part of that

religion. MAGA isn’t talking about Christian freedom - they are talking about Christian Supremacy, where

Christians make the rules and everyone else has to submit to them. Most Americans do not support this

idea. 73% of us believe that Religion should be kept separate from government policies according to Pew

Research. (Daily Kos) First Amendment: Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of

religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; ........ (Daily Kos)

01.31.24-YOU MEAN CRAZIER!-Conservative attorney George Conway has some blunt advice on dealing

with Trump. “Make him crazy,” he told MSNBC’s Jen Psaki on Monday. Conway said the former president

is already unstable but added that there’s a way to get even deeper under his skin: through his

insecurities. “The reason why he is the way he is, the reason why he is this pathological narcissist, is

because he’s deeply insecure,” Conway said. “He knows that he’s a fraud. He knows he’s not as smart as

he says he is, he knows he’s not as good as he says he is, he knows he’s a rapist, he knows he’s a liar.”

Conway said that when Trump is confronted with this reality, “he melts.” (HuffPost)

01.30.24-OMG!-Newsmax host Greg Kelly said Monday that the passion of Taylor Swift’s fans constitutes

idolatry and is, therefore, a sin. MSNBC’s Jen Psaki on Monday mocked the “MAGA meltdown” among

right-wingers over pop superstar Taylor Swift. “Guys. I mean, are you all OK?” asked the former Biden

White House press secretary. “Seriously,” she added. “Take a walk, shake it off, as she would say.” Psaki

examined growing conservative outrage over Swift’s political pronouncements in recent years, from her

public endorsement of Democratic candidates in the 2018 midterms to her backing of Joe Biden against

Trump in 2020.

01.29.24-DONALD DEMENTIA-Dr. Jonathan Reiner put the former president on blast for his claim about

cognitive testing. “If you think a dementia screening test is very difficult, you may have early dementia,”

Reiner wrote on X: Trump has repeatedly insisted that the test is very hard, and earlier this month

claimed it contains advanced math such as “multiply 3,293 times 4, divide by 3.” It does not, as can be

seen on a sample test here. The test was created to help doctors detect the warning signs of the

cognitive impairments that can lead to dementia. “It is supposed to be easy for someone who has no

cognitive impairment,” Dr. Ziad Nasreddine, who developed the test, told MarketWatch in 2020.

01.28.24-MUST BE GOOD IF FOX THINKS SO, RIGHT MAGAS?-News that the U.S. economy grew at a

brisk 3.3% annual pace since October wasn't just good: It was great in a lot of ways. On average, the

economy grew a robust 2.5% in 2023—a year in which analysts practically tried to speak a recession into

reality. No such luck. In fact, from the fourth quarter of 2022 to the fourth quarter of 2023, the economy

grew 3.1%. The combination of increasing consumption, low unemployment, and falling inflation even

had a Fox Business reporter gushing over President Joe Biden's economy. "It's a sweet spot," remarked

Fox Business' Lauren Simonetti, calling consumption "formidable" over the holidays. "We're seeing an



economy that is proving resilient—growing as inflation is moderating. That's why I'm calling this the

sweet spot, right? Enough growth to cool inflation."

01.27.24-ARE THERE ANY NORMAL REPUBLICAN POLITICIANS LEFT?-Bitter divisions between

Republicans in the Missouri Senate culminated in a proposed rule change that would allow senators to

settle their differences by challenging each other to a duel. Missouri’s Senate Democrats posted details

of the suggested amendment on X on Wednesday. “If a senator’s honor is impugned by another senator

to the point that it is beyond repair and in order for the offended senator to gain satisfaction, such

senator may rectify the perceived insult to the senator’s honor by challenging the offending senator to a

duel,” the proposal read.

01.26.24-FOOLS RUSH IN-Rep. Jamie Raskin and the Democrats have been joined by a new set of critics

attacking Comer and his pointless Biden investigation. As Kerry Eleveld reported earlier, Republicans are

none too happy that this absurd “investigation” has gone on so long and come up so dry.“James Comer

continues to embarrass himself and House Republicans. He screws up over and over and over," said a

source identified as "close" to House GOP leadership, who appeared to be playing CYA for the leadership

team. The source's big fear was that Comer would ultimately fail to provide the foundation necessary

(i.e. evidence) to follow through with impeaching Biden. These anonymous Republicans don’t seem to be

seriously considering that maybe Comer is failing not because he’s incompetent (or at least, not only

because he’s incompetent) but because Joe Biden did nothing wrong. But then, they are Republicans.

They’re used to having leaders whose closets are jam-packed with skeletons.

01.25.24-FALLING APART!

● Trump on Wednesday privately pressured Senate Republicans to “kill” a bipartisan deal to secure

the U.S. border because he doesn’t want President Joe Biden to chalk up a win ahead of the

2024 presidential election.

● Sarah Matthews, who briefly served as Trump’s deputy press secretary, happily defied Trump’s

warning to Nikki Haley donors by giving money to Haley’s campaign on Wednesday.

● Trump missed an opportunity after winning New Hampshire’s GOP presidential primary against

Nikki Haley on Tuesday, according to a conservative commentator for CNN. “He could’ve walked

out there and just said: ‘This race is over. I appreciate all my opponents. I appreciate Ambassador

Haley. And he just couldn’t do it.”

● Mary Trump explained on Thursday why reported “shrinking” crowd sizes and low attendances

at some of Donald Trump’s 2024 campaign rallies will infuriate him.

● Rep. Ralph Norman (R-S.C.) on Wednesday suggested he had no problem with the derogatory

nicknames that Trump gives his opponents and perceived enemies. But he said Trump had

crossed the line attacking his Republican presidential primary rival Nikki Haley in his New

Hampshire GOP primary victory speech.

● Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) has been one of Trump’s staunchest supporters in public, but an

upcoming book reportedly claims he was anything but during his secret testimony to a grand

jury. Graham “turned on a dime ‘and threw Trump under the bus’” during his testimony in the

Georgia election subversion case, according to a Politico account of an upcoming book.

● Trump on Wednesday stepped up his attacks on Nikki Haley as he issued a threat to every single

person who donates to her campaign for the Republican presidential nomination. But his threat

against Haley’s donors may have had the opposite effect of what he intended as his critics

jumped on Twitter, to slam the “mob boss” tactics, with some announcing that they were

donating to her campaign in spite of him.



01.24.24-EMPTY ELISE-Former Rep. Liz Cheney (R-Wyo.) slammed Rep. Elise Stefanik (R-N.Y.) for her

ongoing efforts to downplay the Jan. 6, 2021, insurrection at the U.S Capitol. Stefanik has referred to the

Trump supporters arrested for attacking the Capitol as “hostages” and on Tuesday called the special

committee that investigated the attack a “sham” in a statement. In response, Cheney, the former vice

chair of the Jan. 6 committee, pointed to Stefanik’s statement from the day of the attack, where she

called it a “tragic day for America” and said, “The perpetrators of this un-American violence and

destruction must be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.” Cheney described the past statement as

a “rare moment of honesty” from Stefanik. “One day she will have to explain how and why she morphed

into a total crackpot,” Cheney wrote on Twitter.

01.23.24-TRUMP TRUMPED-President Joe Biden on Monday marked record-high stock market numbers

with a dig at Trump. Just before the 2020 election, Trump predicted a Biden win would lead to “a stock

market collapse the likes of which you’ve never had.” Biden tweeted a clip of Trump’s prediction

alongside a separate clip from Fox News on Monday announcing record closes for both the Dow and the

S&P 500.

01.22.24-I HEARD THIS TODAY-"Ron DeSantis is Ted Cruz without the personality!"

THIS IS LIKE TRUMP VOTING FOR DeSANTIS!-Meet the Press” moderator Kristen Welker pressed New

Hampshire Gov. Chris Sununu (R) for being open to supporting Trump despite his criticism of the former

president. Welker asked Sununu, who has backed Republican candidate Nikki Haley and slammed the

former president on several occasions, about Trump’s call for the president to have “total immunity”

from prosecution for crimes they may commit in office — even for matters that “cross the line.” Sununu,

when asked about the former president’s argument, disagreed with him. “The amazing thing about that

clip is he was dead serious. He wasn’t even making one of his ridiculous jokes. He was dead serious

about that,” Sununu said of the GOP front-runner. “And that should give everybody — I don’t care what

political party you’re from, whether you’re an extreme conservative or a socialist liberal — everybody

should be concerned with that type of mentality going into the White House.” Welker stepped in to add

a footnote to Sununu’s criticism. “And yet, you are saying if he is the nominee that you are going to

support him. How can you say that you’ll support him, given that you disagree with that statement?” she

asked Sununu, who said he’d support Trump as the GOP nominee even if he’s convicted.

01.21.24-MORE TRUMP GIBBERISH REFLECTS HIS COGNITIVE DECLINE-“We’re…going to place strong

protections to stop banks and regulators from trying to debank you from your—you know, your political

beliefs, what they do. They want to debank you, and we’re going to debank—think of this. They want to

take away your rights. They want to take away your country. The things they’re doing. All electric cars.”

AND THIS;

Attorney Joe Tacopina, who represented Trump until last week, stated that his former client is very likely

to be convicted by special counsel Jack Smith.

01.20.24-DESPERATE RACIST MADMAN-In a lengthy post on his social media platform Friday, Trump

gave his GOP rival a nickname that appeared to be yet another racist dog whistle. Writing on Truth

Social, Trump repeatedly referred to Haley as “Nimbra,” an apparent intentional misspelling of her birth

name. Haley, whose parents moved to the United States in the 1960s, was born Nimarata Nikki

Randhawa. Reminiscent of his spurious claims about former president Barack Obama’s citizenship,

Trump also last week spread a false “birther” claim about Haley when he shared a post on Truth Social



from the Gateway Pundit, a far-right website that propagates baseless accusations. The post falsely

suggested Haley was ineligible to be president or vice president because her parents were not U.S.

citizens when she was born. This is not true. The Constitution states that a natural-born citizen can be

president, and Haley automatically became a U.S. citizen when she was born in South Carolina in 1972.

01.19.24-HE WANTS TO BE ABLE TO EXECUTE PEOPLE-Hannity questioning Trump: What is your closing

message to the people of New Hampshire? Trump: … You take immunity from the president, so

important, you will have a president that's not going to be able to do anything.

Twitter users' comments:

● His answer to a totally unrelated question. Dude is terrified. Wow. Is all he can think about.

● If Trump is innocent like he claims, then why does he need immunity?

● Can anyone name another American President in history who NEEDED immunity?

01.18.24-IF HE IS ELECTED KISS THE FREE PRESS GOODBYE-“Last night, it was amazing,” Trump said,

referring to what was actually an underwhelming victory in the sparsely attended Iowa caucuses. “NBC

and CNN refused to air my victory speech—think of it—because they are crooked, they’re dishonest,

and, frankly, they should have their licenses, or whatever they have, taken away.” Unsurprisingly, that

was a lie. Both networks aired portions before cutting away to the other candidates’ speeches, which is

how these things are typically covered. But Trump insisted he’d been unfairly singled out. “They put on

Nikki Haley. She came in third, a distant third—like, I mean, a distant third,” Trump continued. “And they

put on Ron DeSanctimonious [DeSantis], who came in a boring second.”

01.17.24-DISGUSTING BEHAVIOR BY A REVOLTING LUNATIC-Trump is directly responsible for the

harassment of officials involved in his multiple criminal and civil cases, Obama-era acting Solicitor

General Neal Katyal said Tuesday. Amid a recent uptick in threats, bomb hoaxes and fake swatting

reports, MSNBC’s Jen Psaki asked Katyal if the harassment would be taking place “if not for” the

Republican 2024 front-runner’s divisive comments. “There’s no question in mind [it] wouldn’t,” Katyal

replied. “Judges, prosecutors, witnesses, court officials, they shouldn’t need round-the-clock protection

and it’s defendant Trump’s hateful and dishonest rhetoric that’s fueling these kind of threats,” he added.

Katyal suggested Trump could “put an end to all this with a single social media post.” “The public knows

it, officials know it, Trump knows it,” he added. But Trump is “making a deliberate decision to stay quiet

about these threats and stir it up and then pretend, ‘Oh, who me? I had nothing to do with it.’” He

added, “It’s preposterous and horrible.”

01.15.24-I GUESS TRUMP DID NOT REALIZE HE WAS TALKING ABOUT HIMSELF-In Iowa he said “These

caucuses are your personal chance to score the ultimate victory over all of the liars, cheaters, thugs,

perverts, frauds, crooks, freaks, creeps and other quite nice people.”

Oh, and this: Jesse Waters of Fox News wonders if Taylor Swift is a psyops Pentagon asset because she is

trying to help people register to vote.

01.13.24-WHAT MORE IS THERE TO SAY?

---Former Fox News host Bill O’Reilly was a rather staunch supporter of Florida’s book ban laws. That is

until two of his own books were temporarily removed from the Escambia County School District —

pending further investigation.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-wants-cnn-nbc-off-air-for-spurning-his-iowa-victory-speech


---A New York judge ordered Trump to pay nearly $400,000 in legal fees to The New York Times and three

of its reporters after his failed lawsuit in 2021 over the newspaper’s bombshell reports on his tax

records.

---Fifteen Republican-led states have declined to participate in a new federal program from the Biden

administration aimed at combating food insecurity among low-income families. No Democratic-led states

declined.

---Rep. Jamie Raskin (D-Md.) demanded Trump return the $7.8 million foreign governments paid to his

company while he served as president in a letter released on Friday.

01.12.24-LOONEY LOOMER-Far-right and Islamophobic activist Laura Loomer put up this post on X, Is

the Deep State activating HAARP to disrupt the Iowa Caucus? We all know Nikki Haley has a lot of friends

in the defense industry and Military industrial complex. She’s losing in Iowa, and now Iowa is set to get

hit with a ONCE IN A DECADE blizzard as Donald Trump is set to dominate the Iowa Caucus. Looks like

weather manipulation to me. Take a look at this weather radar below and how the incoming snow storm

accelerated out of nowhere.

The High-frequency Active Auroral Research Program (HAARP) is a University of Alaska Fairbanks

program which researches the ionosphere – the highest, ionized part of Earth's atmosphere.

01.11.24-THEY JUST DON'T CARE-Republicans consistently vote against child care. They vote against

universal pre-K. They vote against expanding child tax credits. They vote against SNAP, even though

nearly half of SNAP recipients are children. They vote against Medicaid, when, again, around half of

recipients are children. When Republicans stripped women of their reproductive rights, we read in

horror about young girls forced to give birth after being assaulted. Of the 10 states with the highest child

poverty rates, eight voted for Trump in 2016 (and 2020). The facts are clear: Haley and her fellow

Republicans are simply lying when they claim to prioritize "helping" children and mothers.

01.10.24-DESPARATE DINGBAT-Law professors, attorneys and legal analysts have roundly dismissed

Trump’s claim to have “absolute immunity” from prosecution for any acts he committed when president.

The argument was greeted with skepticism from the panel. As it was by legal experts commenting on the

claim. Harvard University constitutional law professor Laurence Tribe told MSNBC’s Lawrence O’Donnell

it was “a ridiculous argument.” He said, “It would be absolutely astonishing if any panel of judges, let

alone a panel as qualified and smart as this one, were to give the Trump argument the time of day.” He

added, “It’s not an argument that any real lawyer would have come up with” and “makes no sense.”

01.09.24-LIAR'S LIE-Trump’s latest untruth received a swift fact check on Twitter. He claimed gas is now

selling for “5, 6, 7 and even $8 a gallon” during an interview with former Fox News host Lou Dobbs.

AND THIS:

Former U.S. Attorney Harry Litman explained why newly emerged testimony ― including from Dan

Scavino, former deputy chief of staff for communications in the Trump White House ― is the final “nail

in the coffin” that proves Trump had no intention of calling off his supporters during their attack on the

U.S. Capitol on Jan. 6, 2021.Trump “was just not interested” in halting the violence, Scavino told special

counsel Jack Smith’s investigation into Trump’s efforts to overturn the 2020 election and Trump’s role in

the insurrection, per a new report from ABC News on Sunday.

https://www.huffpost.com/news/topic/msnbc


01.08.24-RELENTLESS STUPIDITY-Trump’s weird campaign rally tangent about magnets attracted

mockery on social media. The Republican 2024 front-runner on Friday complained to a crowd of

supporters in Mason City, Iowa, about electric catapults and magnetic elevator systems for U.S. aircraft

carriers. The four-times-indicted former president polarized with this line: “All I know about magnets is

this, give me a glass of water, let me drop it on the magnets, that’s the end of the magnets.” Magnets

work underwater and are not affected by water. (Magnetic fields are not the same as electrical circuits.)

01.07.24-DISGUSTING VERMIN-Meghan McCain slammed Trump for mocking her late father, Sen. John

McCain (R-Ariz.), over injuries he sustained during his career in the military. “My dad was an American

hero. An icon. A patriot that will be remembered throughout history. I cannot buy a bagel without

someone approaching me about how much they loved and miss him.” “Trump is a piece of shit, election

denying, huckster whose own wife won’t campaign with him.” Trump name-dropped McCain as he

remarked on efforts to repeal the Affordable Care Act during his administration. “Obamacare is a

catastrophe, nobody talks about it. You know, without John McCain, we would’ve had it done,” said

Trump of McCain, who voted against a Republican measure that would’ve repealed parts of the act in

2017. Trump later made a thumbs down gesture, imitating McCain’s vote at the time: “John McCain, for

some reason, couldn’t get his arm up that day, remember? He goes ... like that. That was the end of

that.” McCain spent 5 1/2 years in a North Vietnamese prison, where he was subjected to torture after

his Skyhawk dive bomber was shot down in 1967. At the time, he was a lieutenant commander in the

Navy.

01.05.24-REPUBLICAN POLITICIANS ARE A BUNCH OF ZEROS-Rep. Andy Biggs (R-Ariz.) slammed his own

party on Thursday, bemoaning its lack of accomplishments in 2023. “In my opinion, we have nothing to

go out there and campaign on, Chris. It’s embarrassing,” Biggs told Newsmax host Chris Salcedo. “The

Republican party and the Congress of the Majority has zero accomplishments,” Salcedo agreed. Biggs

made the remark after he was asked about the House Republican majority’s “complete failures” to pass

12 annual spending bills on time. “How many of those 12 bills have been completed?” Salcedo asked.

“None. None have been completed,” Biggs replied. “There’ve been a few of them. Seven I think have

been sent to the Senate from the House. The Senate has not taken up a single one of those bills.”

01.04.24-PROBABLY ONLY THE TIP OF THE ICEBERG-Trump’s businesses received nearly $8 million in

payments from foreign governments while Trump was president, according to new research by

Democrats on Capitol Hill. Trump refused to divest from his business empire when he became president,

creating an opportunity for anyone hoping to win his favor to put money straight into his pocket by

staying at his hotels. Since 2019, Democrats on the House oversight committee have sought records from

Trump’s accounting firm reflecting his foreign income.

The first article of the U.S. Constitution reads: “[N]o Person holding any Office of Profit or Trust under

[the United States], shall, without the Consent of the Congress, accept of any present, Emolument [that

is, salary, fee, or profit], Office, or Title, of any kind whatever, from any King, Prince, or foreign State.”

01.03.24-HAVE THEY ORDERED THE SWASTIKAS?-Trump and the GOP are "not even bothering to try to

hide their authoritarian aims anymore," says Bryann Tannehill in The New Republic. Trump is calling

opponents "vermin" out to "destroy America," and arguing that immigrants are "poisoning the blood of

our nation." Instead of condemning his "Hitlerian overtones," Republicans are lapping it up. "The

horrifying conclusion is that there is plenty of appetite within the party for this sort of rhetoric."



01.02.24-YAY!-Blue-collar workers won big in 2023, defying bleak predictions.The year began with a

recession forecast but ended with substantial wage growth and record union contracts for hundreds of

thousands of workers. (The Middle Class exists because of unions)

01.01.24-DESPERATE LOSER-Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis is now promising that if he’s elected president in

2024, he’ll pardon Trump if the former president, who is facing 91 felony charges in four indictments, has

been convicted.

12.31.23-ILLINOIS SETS A GOOD EXAMPLE-BAN ON SEMI-AUTOMATIC WEAPONS The U.S. Supreme

Court has failed to take up the case of Illinois’ ban on the sale, possession or manufacture of automatic

weapons like the type used in a mass shooting at a 2023 July Fourth parade in the Chicago suburb of

Highland Park. The law bans dozens of specific brands or types of rifles and handguns, including

.50-caliber guns, attachments and rapid-firing devices. No rifle will be allowed to accommodate more

than 10 rounds, with a 15-round limit for handguns. Those who previously purchased such guns must

register them with the Illinois State Police by Jan. 1. BOOK-BAN PROHIBITION Libraries that

indiscriminately ban books will not be eligible for state funds. They must adopt the American Library

Association’s Library Bill of Rights stating “materials should not be excluded because of the origin,

background, or views of those contributing to their creation.” The library association reported that

attempts to censor books reached a 20-year high in 2022, especially those with LGBTQ+ themes and

those written by people of colo

12.30.23-THIS SLIMY WORM WILL TRY ANYTHING TO STAY IN CONGRESS AND SPEW HER

VENOM-Lauren Boebert announced Wednesday she was entering the GOP primary for retiring Rep. Ken

Buck’s seat in the state’s east, leaving the district she won by a hair last year.

12.28.23-AMAZING, BUT NOT UNEXPECTED- presidential candidate Nikki Haley on Wednesday declined

to say slavery was a cause of the Civil War, arguing instead that it came down to “the role of

government.” At a New Hampshire town hall, a voter bluntly asked Haley, “What was the cause of the

Civil War?” The South Carolina Republican certainly said a lot of words in response to the question, but

Haley never got around to mentioning slavery. STATEMENTS LIKE THIS REINFORCE THE BELIEF THAT

REPUBLICANS ARE RACIST.

UPDATE: THIS HAPPENED ONLY AFTER SHE WAS CRITICIZED-Nikki Haley said this morning that she

believes slavery was the cause of the Civil War, after failing to say so yesterday when asked at a town

hall.

12.27.23-SOME MORE DATA FOR MAGA FREAKS TO IGNORE-Joe Biden has kept his central promise in

the 2020 election: that he would lead the nation to the other side of Covid, successfully. The pandemic

has receded. Our economic recovery has been better than any other G7 nation. GDP grew at an annual

rate of 4.9% last quarter, and more than 3% for the Biden presidency. We have the best job market since

the 1960s and the lowest uninsured rate in U.S. history. The Dow Jones broke 37,000 this month for the

first time. Wage growth, new business formation and prime-age labor participation rates are all at

historically elevated levels. Prices fell — yes, fell — last month. Rents are softening, and gas prices and

crime rates are falling. Domestic oil and renewable production are at record levels. The annual deficit,

which exploded under Trump, is trillions less today.

12.26.23-WHAT WE ALL KNEW-Now, after the conviction of four members of the Proud Boys for

Seditious Conspiracy — following the previous conviction of members of the Oath Keepers on the same



charge — there can be NO DOUBT under the law, and under the facts that January 6 was an act of

Insurrection. It was an act of Sedition. 18 U.S. Code § 2384 - Seditious conspiracy

12.24.23-AMEN!-Nikki Haley: 'Normal people aren't obsessed with Trump'

12.23.23-TYPICAL MAGA FREAK DUMBASS-Joe Rogan labels Biden mentally incompetent for talking

about “airports during the revolutionary war” — then fact-checks himself… and slowly realizes TRUMP

SAID IT.

12.22.23-OUR SUPREME COURT HAS BECOME A RIGHT-WING JOKE-In the matter of Justice Clarence

Thomas and the suite of Jan. 6-related cases now heading toward the Supreme Court. The extensive —

indeed, passionate — involvement of the justice’s wife, Virginia “Ginni” Thomas, in challenging the

election results is a textbook example of a situation that requires recusal.

12.21.23-THIS SLIME-BALL WILL FIND A WAY TO NEVER PAY-A federal judge ordered that Rudy Giuliani

immediately begin paying the $148 million he owes Ruby Freeman and Wandrea Moss because the

judge said that the former New York City mayor is likely to try to hide the assets. Ordinarily, plaintiffs

have to wait 30 days before trying to seize any assets. As a result, Giuliani declared bankruptcy on

Thursday, claiming debts of as much as $500 million and assets of up to $10 million. Yet the judge noted

that Giuliani owns properties in New York and Florida, and had enough money to pay a spokesman that

follows him everywhere he goes. But it must be said that the appeals process and bankruptcy filing will

likely delay any actual payments to the two women for some time.

12.19.23-TYPICAL INCOHERENT MAGA FREAK- At a MAGA event, Roseanne Barr appears to have had

several cocktails and is screaming about Stalinists and communists and Nazis and by the time she gets to

a Muslim Caliphate taking over the world the crowd is left in stunned silence. In an interview she claimed

that “nobody died in the Holocaust.” And added: “That’s the truth. It should happen. Six million Jews

should die right now because they cause all the problems in the world. But it never happened. It never

happened.”

12.18.23-WHAT MORE DO MAGA FREAKS NEED TO KNOW?-On Saturday, in Durham, New Hampshire,

Trump echoed Nazi leader Adolf Hitler’s attacks on immigrants, saying they are “poisoning the blood of

our country”—although two of his three wives were immigrants—and quoted Russian president Vladimir

Putin’s attacks on American democracy. Trump went on to praise North Korean autocratic leader Kim

Jong Un and align himself with Hungarian prime minister Viktor Orbán, the darling of the American right

wing, who has destroyed Hungary’s democracy and replaced it with a dictatorship.

12.27,23-GOSH, I WONDER WHO MIGHT HAVE THIS FOLDER?-A binder containing highly classified

information related to Russian election interference went missing at the end of Trump’s presidency,

raising alarms among intelligence officials that some of the most closely guarded national security

secrets from the US and its allies could be exposed, sources familiar with the matter told CNN. Its

disappearance, which has not been previously reported, was so concerning that intelligence officials

briefed Senate Intelligence Committee leaders last year about the missing materials and the

government’s efforts to retrieve them, the sources said.

12.15.23-The DOW hit a record high on Wednesday and prompted critics of Trump to remind the former

president of previous comments he’s made about the stock market. Trump warned voters during a 2020

presidential debate with now-President Joe Biden that the markets would “crash” if Biden won. Other

detractors dug up Trump’s April 2019 post on Twitter boasting about the then-record-breaking market

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/2384
https://www.washingtonpost.com/january-6-capitol-riot/?itid=lk_inline_manual_9


and complaining he was under threat of impeachment for trying to extort Ukraine in exchange for dirt on

Biden. “You mean the Stock Market hit an all-time record high today and they’re actually talking

impeachment!?” he asked. “Will I ever be given credit for anything by the Fake News Media or Radical

Liberal Dems?”

12.14.23-JORDAN-DEFINITION OF HYPOCRITE!-Former Rep. Adam Kinzinger (R-Ill.) ripped House

Judiciary Committee chair Jim Jordan (R-Ohio) and his “mind-numbing” hypocrisy on Wednesday.

Kinzinger, in an interview with CNN’s Kate Bolduan, criticized Jordan who threatened to hold Hunter

Biden in contempt of Congress after he didn’t appear at a closed-door deposition and instead called to

have a public hearing. “He said, ‘When Congress asks you to come testify, you are supposed to come

testify.’ As someone who served on the committee who issued a subpoena to Jim Jordan, which he

defied, what are people supposed to take from this?” Bolduan asked Kinzinger, who served on the Jan. 6

committee. “Well, they’re supposed to take that Jim Jordan is an absolute hypocrite,” Kinzinger replied.

He later continued: “He’s for the sanctity of the subpoena by the U.S. Congress until he’s the one that

gets subpoenaed by U.S. Congress. He also votes against enforcing subpoenas against people like Steve

Bannon and against people like Mark Meadows. I mean, this is — the hypocrisy is mind-numbing.”

12.12.23-SHADY SHEEHY-Tim Sheehy, a front-runner for the Republican Senate nomination in Montana,

sold off thousands of dollars’ worth of stock in companies with reported ties to the Chinese Communist

Party before launching a campaign that, like those of many other Republicans, has been full of “tough on

China” rhetoric.

12.11.23-DO YOU THINK WE WILL EVER SEE HIS EVIDENCE? NO!-Sen. Ron Johnson claimed Democrats

had done the same “repeatedly in all kinds of different states“ during a back-and-forth about the 10

Wisconsin Republicans who, in 2020, served as fake electors for Trump, who last week settled a lawsuit

brought by the state’s legitimate electors in which they acknowledged President Joe Biden won the

election. Those Republicans “did nothing different than what many Democrats have done in many states

throughout our history,” Johnson argued. “They certainly did, senator,” Collins responded. “There were

multiple slates of fake electors, including in your home state. They’re acknowledging that they were

playing a role in trying to improperly overturn the election. That’s what they said.” Trump-loving

Johnson, though, called it a “nuisance lawsuit” and again insisted Democrats have also declared

themselves electors in several states. “Which ones, sir?” asked Collins.“I’m not prepared to give you the

exact states, but it’s happened repeatedly. It has happened repeatedly. Just go check the books,” he

replied. “Which books?” Collins fired back. Johnson tells Collins "This wasn’t what this interview was

gonna be about. I’ll come in, and I’ll provide you the information, but I’m absolutely certain about

that.”“I look forward to your office sending that information,” Collins replied. “We’ll publish it if it’s

accurate.”

12.11.23-THIS SCUMBAG DESERVES TO LOSE EVERY CENT HE HAS-Rudy Giuliani will go to trial Monday

where a jury could decide if he must pay tens of millions of dollars in damages to two Georgia election

workers he repeatedly defamed. He has already been found liable for defaming mother and daughter

Ruby Freeman and Shaye Moss in the aftermath of Trump’s electoral loss to Joe Biden. But he will stand

trial beginning Monday to determine how much he may have to pay the two Georgia election workers.

Giuliani conceded in July that he had lied about Freeman and Moss while he was acting as an attorney

for Trump, saying his statements were “actionable” and “false” in an attempt to stem a crush of legal bills

related to the case. The pair sued the lawyer in federal court in 2021, alleging Giuliani repeatedly spread

conspiracy theories that they had brought in illegal ballots while counting votes in 2020, as well as a flash

drive used to alter digital tabulation machines. But he did not say at the time the lies had caused any



damage to the pair and claimed the statements were protected under the First Amendment. While those

claims were repeatedly proven to be lies, they quickly spread through the Trump orbit, with the former

president himself calling Freeman a “professional voter scammer” in a call with Georgia’s secretary of

state in 2021.

12.10.23-UNIONS ARE WHY WE HAVE A MIDDLE CLASS YOU DOPE!-How much does GOP presidential

hopeful Nikki Haley hate unions? The former South Carolina governor once devoted more than three

minutes of her “State of the State” address to a diatribe against organized labor, boasting about her

state’s low unionization rate. “We don’t have unions in South Carolina because we don’t need unions in

South Carolina,” she said. She waged a years-long personal crusade against a union organizing a

Charleston-area factory, putting an anti-union lawyer in her administration expressly to help her “fight”

the campaign. She later lent her voice to radio ads urging factory workers to reject the union effort. And

she once declared that she didn’t want jobs coming to her state at all if they were going to be union jobs.

“We don’t want to taint the water,” she said.

12.09.23-SUPPORTER OF RELIGIOUS FAIRY TAILS-Mike Johnson has a long history of supporting and

promoting creationist causes, acting as a lawyer for the Creation Museum and Ark Encounter in Kentucky

where dinosaurs are seen as passengers on a re-creation of Noah’s Ark. But perhaps most important is

his key role as a lawyer for the religious-right forces in Louisiana, which successfully passed legislation

enabling teachers to inject creationism into public school classrooms and aided his rise to become

speaker of the House. When the law faced challenges to its implementation and schools faced lawsuits

for teaching creationism, Johnson, who worked as a senior litigator for the Alliance Defending Freedom

and sat on the Louisiana Family Forum’s attorneys resources council, was the one to swoop in with legal

memos, letters threatening lawsuits, and prayer rallies on behalf of the religious-right groups opposed to

secular education.

12.08.23-BLOOD ON THEIR HANDS-“The Daily Show” guest host slammed Republicans after

Wednesday’s GOP primary debate offered zero discussion on mass shootings in America. The radio and

TV personality, on Thursday, pointed to high-profile mass shootings that occurred prior to the debate,

including a killing spree that left three people dead at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas this week.

“But it’s also not surprising they didn’t talk about it because it’s the same thing after every shooting ―
Republicans want to talk about anything except guns,” he said.

12.07.23-CLOWN SHOW-Republican presidential candidate Ramaswamy falsely suggested Wednesday

that the violent attack on the U.S. Capitol by hundreds of Trump supporters was somehow orchestrated

by federal agents, echoing a pervasive conspiracy theory on the far right. “Why am I the only person on

this stage at least who can say that Jan. 6 now does look like it was an inside job?” Ramaswamy asked at

the GOP presidential debate in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. The claim from the conspiracy-curious

candidate drew no pushback from the debate moderators or his fellow presidential candidates.

12.06.23-I WANT TO SEE TRUMP RIDE A BICYCLE LIKE BIDEN DOES-The latest ad from The Lincoln

Project is titled “Feeble,” and it strings together a collection of Donald Trump’s “greatest hits” when it

comes to stumbling over words, lurching around the podium, and repeatedly forgetting that Barack

Obama is no longer president. Trump complained that, “The perverts and losers at the failed and once

disbanded Lincoln Project, and others, are using A.I.(Artificial Intelligence) in their Fake television

commercials…” But after reviewing the contents of these ads, it seems the only artificial thing in them

is Trump’s skin color. These clips are certified natural Trump. Check It Out.

https://youtu.be/m40yw_3dfvg


12.05.23-HOW STUPID CAN COMER GET?-THIS STUPID-House Oversight Committee Chair James Comer

dropped what was supposed to be a big bombshell on Monday. As he put it, “Hunter Biden's business

entity, Owasco PC, made direct monthly payments to Joe Biden.” The response he was looking for was:

“Direct monthly payments! Wow, sounds like evidence of corruption to me!” The response he got was:

“Uh, that was car payments Hunter was making after his father got him a vehicle at a time when his

credit was in the toilet. And it was three monthly payments of $1,380. And Joe Biden was not in office at

the time.”

Here’s The Washington Post, apparently having lost all patience for Comer’s misleading claims. Headline:

“Comer mischaracterizes Hunter Biden car payment reimbursement to his dad.” Opening paragraph:It

goes on like that, tying Comer’s claims on this story to his broader pattern: “Comer has consistently

oversold or misrepresented the committee’s investigative findings as he has argued to initiate

impeachment proceedings.”

Here’s a headline from the Murdoch-owned Wall Street Journal: “GOP Sees Skulduggery in Hunter Biden

Paying His Father Back for Truck.”

12.02.23-TRUMP IS IMMUNE TO THE TRUTH-The Supreme Court has held that presidents are immune

from civil liability for actions related to their official duties, but the justices have never grappled with the

question of whether that immunity extends to criminal prosecution. Special counsel Jack Smith’s team

has said there nothing in the Constitution, or in court precedent, to support the idea that a former

president cannot be prosecuted for criminal conduct committed while in the White House.“The

defendant is not above the law. He is subject to the federal criminal laws like more than 330 million

other Americans, including Members of Congress, federal judges, and everyday citizens,” prosecutors

wrote in court papers.

12.01.23-A GREAT WAY TO START DECEMBER-R.I.P. George Santos, who was a clown, but somehow still

had the support of 112 members of the Republican congressional delegation, including its leaders, in

today's expulsion vote. WHAT!!!

11.30.23-HENRY KISSINGER, WAR CRIMINAL-The most infamous crime Kissinger committed: a secret

four-year bombing campaign in Cambodia that killed an untold number of civilians, despite the fact that

it was a neutral nation with which the United States was not at war.During his time in charge of the

American foreign policy machine, Kissinger also directed illegal arms sales to Pakistan as it carried out a

brutal crackdown on its Bengali population in 1971. He supported the 1973 military coup that overthrew

a democratically elected socialist government in Chile, gave the go-ahead to Indonesia’s 1975 invasion of

East Timor, and backed Argentina’s repressive military dictatorship as it launched its “dirty war” against

dissenters and leftists in 1976. His policies during the Ford administration also fueled civil wars in Africa,

most notably in Angola. Anthony Bourdain said that “you’ll never stop wanting to beat Henry Kissinger to

death with your bare hands” after visiting Cambodia

11.29.23-MORE MAGA BULLSHIT-Sen. John Kennedy (R-LA) called Chicago the “largest outdoor shooting

range.” Actually, Chicago is behind 13 other US cities in homicide rate. Two of these are from Kennedy’s

home state. New Orleans is #4. Baton Rouge is #5. Both of these have murder rates twice that of

Chicago. For the record, Louisiana is the second most murderous state. It is also the third lowest in life

expectancy — one of the nine red states on the top ten list of places where citizens die young.



11.28.23-AS SHAKESPEARE'S QUEEN GERTRUDE SAID "The lady doth protest too much, methinks"-On

Monday, disgraced Trump went to his failing Truth Social account to post a rant about how “the

Democrat’s Radical Left ‘Disinformation Machine’” is taking his public gaffes and blowing them out of

proportion. Specifically, Trump was referring to his last few months of mixing up the names of the people

he’s running against (or has run against in the past), world leaders, and even where he is at any given

time.

11.27.23-PLEASE, SOMEONE, USE THE EVIDENCE COLLECTED TO THROW THIS MONSTER IN JAIL-The

smoking gun Letitia James was looking for. A document allegedly riddled with fraud that includes this

handwritten note: “DJT TO GET FINAL REVIEW.” And even worse for Donald, the document was NOT

among the discovery documents the Trump Org was supposed to turn over to Letitia James.

11.26.23-MORE OF RADICAL JOHNSON'S EFFORTS-As a lawyer for hate group Alliance Defending

Freedom, Speaker of the House Mike Johnson worked closely with Exodus International, a group that

targeted LGBTQ+ Americans for abusive and dangerous “conversion therapy.” Johnson opposes same-sex

marriage, champions a nationwide “Don’t Say Gay” bill, and presided over a Republican effort to defund

Transportation Secretary Pete Buttigieg’s salary because he’s gay.

11.25.23-THESE PEOPLE ARE COMING FOR YOU-Ultraconservative Christian organization Family Leader

doesn’t hide its goal of merging U.S. politics with its conservative Christian worldview. The group's

website says its mission is “Inspiring the Church to engage Government for the advance of God’s

Kingdom and the strengthening of Family.” The site also says, “The FAMiLY Leader seeks to encourage the

election of Christ-like leaders and promote righteous policy that honors God and blesses people, adding

that the group "equips voters and elected representatives to be a voice for biblical values in

government.” These are widely understood as Christian nationalist themes.

11.24.23-DESPERATE TO BLAME LIBERALS FOR ANYTHING-New Hampshire Gov. Chris Sununu (R) tried

to blame the “liberal media” for an article that CNN’s Abby Phillip reminded him was written by a

Republican. Phillip had asked Sununu for his reaction to an essay published in The Atlantic on

Wednesday arguing that Trump is leaning more and more into authoritarian rhetoric. It was written by

Peter Wehner, who served as an aide in the administrations of three Republican presidents.“ When you

look at articles like that, that is liberal media doing everything they can to distract from the fact that the

left-wing progressives...” Sununu began. Phillip interrupted: “This is a conservative, by the way. This is

someone who worked for a Republican president.”

11.23.23-THIS LUNATIC EVEN MAKES THANKSGIVING ABOUT HIMSELF-Early Thursday, Trump — as has

become his custom in recent years — used a post on his Truth Social platform to wish “Happy

Thanksgiving to ALL, including…”The four-times-indicted Republican 2024 front-runner. He then ranted

about New York Attorney General Letitia James, who has brought a $250 million civil fraud lawsuit

against Trump and his business, Judge Arthur Engoron, who is overseeing the case and its ongoing trial,

and President Joe Biden.Oh, and “all of the other Radical Left Lunatics, Communists, Fascists, Marxists,

Democrats, & RINOS, who are seriously looking to DESTROY OUR COUNTRY.”

11.22.23-AMERICA MUST NOT ALLOW THIS MONSTER TO BE RE-ELECTED-Joe Scarborough went through

a New York Times article detailing what he described as “boilerplate” aspects of fascism. And each trait

applied to Trump and his MAGA movement, Scarborough argued. “Fascism is generally understood as an

authoritarian far-right system of government in which hyper-nationalism is a central component. Check.

It also features a cult of personality around a strongman leader. Check. The justification of violence or

https://www.thefamilyleader.com/about


retribution against opponents. Check. And the repeated denigration of the rule of law. Check,” he said.

He continued: “Past fascist leaders appeal to a sense of victim-hood to justify their actions. Check. We’re

entitled because we’ve been robbed, we’ve been victimized, we’ve been cheated and robbed. Check,

check, check.”

11.21.23-HITLER WANNABE-Guess who said this and then guess who it sounds like: He vowed to

eliminate left-wing “vermin” from America. Yesterday he said “With you at my side, we will demolish the

Deep State, we will expel the warmongers from our government, we will drive out the globalists, we will

cast out the Communists, Marxists, and Fascists, we will throw off the sick political class that hates our

Country, we will rout the Fake News Media and we will FINISH THE JOB ONCE AND FOR ALL!”

11.20.23-BUSTED BOAST?-Trump may have boasted at a weekend rally about a judge’s ruling against a

bid to ban him from Colorado’s primary ballot in the 2024 election. But Obama-era acting Solicitor

General Neal Katyal and former Watergate prosecutor Jill Wine-Banks have suggested how the decision

could actually be seriously bad news for the former president. Colorado state District Judge Sarah B.

Wallace on Friday ruled Trump engaged in insurrection during the Jan. 6, 2021, attack on the U.S. Capitol.

But she ruled against an effort to nix Trump’s name from the state’s ballot, citing a lack of clarity over

whether the constitutional amendment that stops insurrectionists from holding public office actually

applies to the highest office of the land, the presidency. Katyal wasn’t buying it. “If I were to put the

headline on Friday night, as an appeals lawyer, it would be: This is the very worst decision Donald Trump

could get from the trial court,” the former Department of Justice official told MSNBC’s Jen Psaki on

Sunday. “Because it’s going to go on appeal to the Colorado Supreme Court, perhaps the U.S. Supreme

Court, and there, Trump is going to face extreme headwinds.” Katyal noted the difference between the

“factual finding” that Wallace said Trump committed insurrection and the “legal part” of her ruling that

it doesn’t apply to the presidency.

11.18.23-MAGA MISFITS-On Wednesday, Rep. Chip Roy of Texas, a third-term member of the House

Freedom Caucus, took to the House floor to vent his frustration. "One thing. I want my Republican

colleagues to give me one thing — one — that I can go campaign on and say we did. One. Anybody

sitting in the complex: if you want to come down to the floor and come explain to me one material,

meaningful, significant thing the Republican majority has done."

11.17.23-MORE MAGA MATH-Republicans have given Americans the impression that we’ve been

experiencing an “invasion” at our borders. But a new Pew Research Center report released Thursday not

only shatters that myth but also reveals that the opposite is true. According to the report, the country’s

unauthorized immigrant population peaked at 12.2 million in 2007, that is, when George W. Bush was

president, and that population has been steadily decreasing since then. The Pew report found that the

unauthorized immigrant population in the United States stood at 10.5 million in 2021, a 14% decrease

from what it was in 2007.

11.16.23-WILL WE FINALLY GET RID OF THIS GUY AND DEPOSIT HIM IN JAIL? Embattled Rep. George

Santos (R-N.Y.) allegedly spent campaign funds on a host of products and services to maintain his

appearance, according to a House ethics committee report released Thursday. “He blatantly stole from

his campaign,” the report says, alleging that Santos inappropriately spent money raised for his House

campaign on beauty treatments, makeup and designer items, and to pay down his personal credit card

debt. The report concluded that Santos “cannot be trusted,” and recommended him to the Department

of Justice for prosecution.Santos is already under federal indictment for conspiracy, wire fraud and other

alleged crimes related to misusing money for his campaign and lying in reports. But the new ethics



committee report adds another layer to his problems. Santos announced Thursday that in light of the

report, he will not run for reelection next year. And the House might still move to expel him before his

term is up.

11.15.23-REPUBLICAN THUG SHOW!

---Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene (Ga.) called fellow GOP Rep. Darrell Issa (Calif.) a pussy Tuesday after he

attacked her for lacking … “maturity and experience.”

---On the same day as Greene’s foul-mouthed outburst, reporters witnessed Rep. Tim Burchett lunging at

Rep. Kevin McCarthy, spluttering that McCarthy hit him first.

---And across the Capitol, an enraged Sen. Markwayne Mullin threatened to fight the president of the

Teamsters on live TV.

Republican jokers in Congress are disrespecting their jobs, our democracy, and the American people. It’s

time to return sanity to Washington and end the clown show.

11.14.23-DISGUSTING, AWFUL PERSON!-MSNBC’s Joy Reid on Monday took a bite out of ex-Trump

White House policy adviser Stephen Miller as “one of the chief architects” of Trump’s reported plans to

curb immigration to the U.S. with mass deportations and holding camps if he returns to the White

House. Miller is a key figure behind the plans, Reid pointed out. The anchor then described Miller as “the

white nationalist Dracula” who was behind “draconian and cruel Trump immigration policies like the

Muslim ban and separating immigrant children from their families and putting them in cages.” “That

Stephen Miller,” she added, “has even more disgusting, racist immigration plans for a second Trump

term.”Miller drew condemnation during the Trump presidency for his hardline anti-immigration stance.

MSNBC’s Mehdi Hasan ripped Miller as “probably the most repugnant individual to serve” in the Trump

White House.

11.13.23-CHILLING!-Mehdi Hasan Reveals 1 Word Used By Trump That Should 'Terrify' Everyone. The

MSNBC host said the former president is showing exactly what he intends to do if elected again. He said

Trump borrowed language from Nazi leader Adolf Hitler when he vowed over the weekend to eliminate

left-wing “vermin” from America if elected president next year. “That’s not a word we often hear used in

everyday conversation,” Hasan said. “It was a word frequently used by Nazis to dehumanize Jewish

people during the Holocaust.” He noted that Trump said recently that undocumented immigrants were

“poisoning the blood of our country,” which is similar to language found in Hitler’s “Mein Kampf.” “So

there you have it: An ex-president and current front-runner for the GOP presidential nomination not

once but twice in just the last few weeks taking a page right out of Hitler’s Nazi propaganda playbook,”

Hasan said.

11.12.23-WHO IS TOO OLD?-In recent speeches, Trump has incorrectly described Hungarian Prime

Minister Viktor Orban as the leader of Turkey and falsely suggested Hungary shares a border with Russia.

He has repeatedly referred to the Obama administration when he meant the Biden administration, and

at one point he inaccurately suggested he’d beaten Obama — rather than Hillary Clinton — in the 2016

election. Trump has also mispronounced “on purpose” as “on perfect” and “Marxist” as “markers,” and

he has combined the names of Florida Democrat Andrew Gillum and Florida Republican Adam Putnam to

get “Pullam.” At the end of one speech, he warned that the world must not slide into World War II, when

he meant World War III. Such verbal stumbles are hardly new for Trump, who in 2016 referred to the

Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks as “7/11” and in 2019 addressed Apple CEO Tim Cook as “Tim Apple.”



Speaking to voters in New Hampshire last month, DeSantis argued that Trump has to be glued to a

teleprompter to speak coherently. During Trump’s stop in Sioux City, Iowa, he said hello to Sioux Falls,

which is in South Dakota. etc., etc., etc.

11.11.23-AN UPDATE ON ONE OF THE WORST-This Veteran’s Day, we’re condemning Rep. Lauren

Boebert’s constant, unending disrespect of our troops and veterans. She:

--Heckled President Biden during the State of the Union as he honored the service of his deceased son,

Major Beau Biden

--Voted NO on the PACT Act, which extended health benefits to veterans exposed to carcinogenic, toxic

burn pits and Agent Orange

--Insulted a transgender veteran and DOD official as a “delusional man, thinking he is a woman”

That’s not all. Boebert’s disrespect extends to those currently serving and their families.

--Voted to BAN LGBTQ+ books from military schools

--Sponsored a BAN on coverage for gender-affirming health care for military families

--Voted to cut health care for 49,000 veterans in her district

--Voted for Trump’s insurrection on January 6, 2021, threatening to end the democracy our veterans

honorably serve

America has had enough of Boebert’s antics - and in 2022, she came within just a few hundred votes of

losing.

11.10.23-GOOD ONE JOE!-President Joe Biden broke out his “Dark Brandon” persona at an event in

Chicago on Thursday as he took direct aim at Trump. Biden noted the string of victories for Democratic

causes and candidates around the nation as a result of Tuesday’s election, then mocked his predecessor.

“We haven’t stopped winning, and he hasn’t stopped losing,” Biden said, according to CNN. “The truth is,

this guy can’t get tired of losing.” Trump made “winning” a signature vow during his 2016 campaign.

“We’re gonna win so much that you’re gonna get sick and tired of winning,” Trump frequently vowed. On

Thursday, Biden turned that promise against Trump as he celebrated what he called “an incredible night”

for his party, with more to come. According to the Chicago Sun-Times, he said, “Maybe Donald Trump

sees a dark and divisive future, but I don’t.”

11.09.23-ANOTHER TYPICAL MAGA HYPOCRITE-According to Kentucky property records, James Comer,

who is fishing to find something on Biden-to no avail, and his own brother have engaged in land swaps

related to their family farming business. In one deal involving $200,000, as well as a shell company—the

more powerful and influential Comer channeled extra money to his brother, seemingly from nothing.

Other recent land swaps were quickly followed with new applications for special tax breaks, state records

show. All of this, perplexingly, related to the dealings of a family company that appears to have never

existed on paper. But unlike with the Bidens, Comer’s own history actually borders a conflict of interest

between his official government role and his private family business—and it’s been going on for decades.

11.08.23-LOVE THIS!-Democrats had plenty of good news to celebrate in Tuesday’s off-year elections and

more evidence that they can win races centered on the national debate over abortion. Abortion rights



supporters won an Ohio ballot measure and the Democratic governor of beet-red Kentucky held onto his

office by campaigning on reproductive rights and painting his opponent as extremist. A Democrat won

an open seat on the Pennsylvania Supreme Court after campaigning on his pledge to uphold abortion

rights. And Democrats took full control of the Virginia statehouse, blocking Republicans from being able

to pass new abortion restrictions and delivering a defeat to Gov. Glenn Youngkin. And Mayor Hogsett

easily won despite huge amounts spent by his, now forgotten, opponent.

11.07.23-YOU CAN'T MAKE THIS STUFF UP:

--Mark Meadows admitted his tell-all book was full of lies, so now his publisher is suing him

--Mike Johnson says he and his 17-year-old son monitored each other’s porn access.

--MSNBC’s Mehdi Hasan on Sunday mocked as a “pretty amazing excuse” Ivanka Trump’s claim of “undue

hardship” because taking the stand would fall “in the middle of a school week.”

--Kayleigh McEnany Whines About Donald Trump’s Courtroom Sketch. She suggested Trump “ask for a

better sketch artist because that does not look like my former boss there.”-Wow! Call in the sketch

lawyers.

--In a line of questioning Monday, Trump distanced himself from a statement of financial condition from

2021, claiming he was busy at the time “keeping our country safe” from the likes of China and Russia.

“Just for the record,” An AGA replied, “you weren’t president in 2021?” “No, I wasn’t,” Trump

acknowledged.

11.06.23-WE KNOW HE IS A TYPICAL MAGA HYPOCRITE-SO, NO SURPRISE-New York Times opinion

columnist David French accused Speaker Mike Johnson of forgoing the biblical value of honesty despite

claiming last month the Bible dictates his entire worldview. In a column published in the Times on

Sunday, French, who describes himself as “a Never Trump evangelical conservative,” pointed to Johnson’s

leadership of a legal effort behind Trump’s bid to overturn the 2020 election. “There is a reason that

effort is called the Big Lie. It was one of the most comprehensively and transparently dishonest political

movements in American history. And Johnson was in the middle of it,” French wrote. The Bible does not

contain guidance on immigration or foreign policy, French wrote, “but it does condemn dishonesty, it

does condemn cruelty, and if there is a clear theme that echoes throughout its pages, it’s one that

‘MAGA Mike Johnson’ and his legion of evangelical supporters should take to heart: The ends do not

justify the means.”

11.05.23-HORRIBLE HAWLEY-MSNBC’s Joe Scarborough on Thursday accused Sen. Josh Hawley (R-Mo.)

of having “no shame” after he performed a misguided “victory lap” following his viral clash with

Department of Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas. At a Senate hearing Tuesday, Hawley

implied the DHS endorses antisemitism after one of its employees reportedly posted anti-Israel

comments on social media following the attack by Hamas militants. Mayorkas called the suggestion

“despicable” and informed Hawley that he was the “child of a Holocaust survivor.”

11.04.23-MOB TACTICS-Judge Arthur Engoron expanded a limited gag order Friday to include attorneys

in the New York state civil fraud trial involving former U.S. President Donald Trump and his two sons.

Engoron issued a written order explicitly prohibiting the Trumps' legal team from making any further

comments regarding confidential communications between the judge and his staff within and outside

the courtroom. In issuing the order, Engoron said that his chambers has been inundated with "hundreds



of harassing and threatening phone calls, voicemails, emails, letters and packages," and that the move

was made to protect his staff. Engoron said that defense attorneys Chris Kise, Alina Habba and Clifford

Robert had engaged in "repeated and inappropriate comments" regarding his principal law clerk and

made baseless allegations of bias.

11.02.23-MAGA MATH-In one of his first moves as Speaker, Rep. Mike Johnson is offering $14B in aid to

Israel, but only if the same amount comes out of IRS funding allocated in President Biden’s Inflation

Reduction Act. Johnson claims this is an “offset,” but the Congressional Budget Office projects his bill will

add billions to the national debt. The White House said of the bill, "Politicizing our national security

interests is a nonstarter.” MSNBC’s Brian Tyler Cohen argues why the GOP’s so-called concerns over the

deficit is all smoke and mirrors.

11.01.23-TRUMP STUFF:

-“We’re gonna have a great country. It’s gonna be called the United States of America,” Trump said,

neglecting the obvious fact that the country is already called the United States of America.

--Trump left a New York courtroom in a huff on Wednesday as former attorney Michael Cohen testified

against him in his fraud trial there. He was also fined $10,000 for insulting one of the judge’s clerks, a

direct violation of a gag order in the case. Nicolle Wallace said on Wednesday, “couldn’t take the heat ―
lost any ability to control his impulses.”

--Ivanka Trump’s upcoming testimony in the New York civil fraud trial for her father, Trump, is likely

stressing out the former president, Seth Meyers said on Monday. “You know Trump is freaked out about

Ivanka having to testify because she seems like she might actually know shit,”

--MSNBC’s Joy Reid asked Harvard University constitutional law professor Laurence Tribe if Trump’s

actions met the Section 3 standard. “It is clear that Section 3 by itself says that anyone who ‘engages in

an insurrection or rebellion against the Constitution of the United States,’ that’s the phrase, not just

against the government, but against the Constitution of the United States, is not entitled to another bite

at that apple,” Tribe replied. Trump’s claim it “might apply to a county commissioner in New Mexico, but

it doesn’t apply to him, because it doesn’t apply to the president” is “an absurd argument,” he

added.And Trump’s stated belief that he “never really took the kind of oath that Section 3 talks about” is

“how ridiculous the arguments get,” Tribe lamented.

10.31.23-SCARIEST MONSTER-TRUMP Leon Cooperman, who has mainly donated to Republican

campaigns in the past, had harsh words for the former president. He said it would be “terrible for the

country” if Trump was reelected in 2024, according to CNN. “He’s a divisive human being who belongs in

jail,” the Wall Street titan told the network in an interview.-

AND:

WE CAN ONLY HOPE-Ty Cobb, a former White House attorney under Trump, said on CNN on Monday

that he expects his old boss to end up in jail soon due to a gag order violation. The ex-president is facing

two such orders related to his social media attacks on people involved in his various court cases.

10.30.23-JACKASS JOHNSON-PART 4-Speaking about the mass shooting in Lewiston, Maine, Johnson

insisted, “At the end of the day, the problem is the human heart. It’s not guns. It’s not the weapons. As is

always observed when Republicans claim that mental illness—or, in this case, “the human heart”—is the

https://www.huffpost.com/news/topic/cnn


real cause of mass shootings, we know it’s the guns. Other countries have mental illness (and human

hearts) and they don’t have mass shootings like we do. It’s a claim that’s so false it’s insulting, and yet

Republicans continue to lead with it. IT'S THE GUNS, STUPID!

10.29.23-THE REPUBLICAN PARTY'S AUTHORITARIAN VIEWS LAID BARE-Bat-shit crazy MTG thought

Rep. Tom Emmerhi's shows of support for human rights, civil rights, and voting rights disqualified

him from leading the Republican Party.

10.28.23-JACKASS JOHNSON-PART 3-Johnson is so bad that it’s impossible for any summary to do him

justice. He is a virulently anti-abortion Christo-fascist zealot who was a key cog in Donald Trump’s efforts

to overturn the 2020 presidential election. Heck, he doesn’t even believe in democracy, saying, “You

know, we don't live in a democracy [but a] Biblical [republic]." He views LGBTQ+ people as “a deviant

group.” As Mark Sumner writes, “Johnson believes that Christians have an exclusive right to rule the

United States.”

10.26.23-JACKASS JOHNSON-PART 2-Not only is Johnson an election denier and an anti-abortion

extremist, but he is also one of the GOP's most homophobic members. Last year, Johnson introduced a

national version of Florida's abhorrent 'Don’t Say Gay' law and shamefully voted against a vital law

safeguarding both same-sex and interracial marriages across state lines. The depths of Johnson's

homophobia clearly know no bounds. CNN uncovered that, "in editorials that ran in his local Shreveport,

Louisiana paper, The Times, Johnson called homosexuality 'inherently unnatural' and a 'dangerous

lifestyle' that could lead to legalized pedophilia and possibly even destroy 'the entire democratic

system."

10.25.23-JACKASS JOHNSON-PART 1-ARE THE F.....G REPUBLICANS DEAF, DUMB AND BLIND? THEY HAD A

CHANCE TO RESTORE SANITY TO OUR GOVERNMENT AND THEN VOTED THIS GUY IN-WTF?-HOW CAN

THIS HAPPEN IN THE USA?- MAGA FREAK Rep. Mike Johnson, the next Speaker is an election denier,
a supporter of the Big Lie, and has played a key role in the attempts to overturn the 2020 election. But

we're not allowed to ask about his insurrectionist involvement. When Rachel Scott of ABC News tried,

she was shouted down by a chorus of boos from House Republicans. One member even told her to "shut

up," and Johnson quickly said, "next question." Johnson wasn’t just a guy who signed onto a letter

opposing certification—he was the guy who came up with the argument: (Daily Kos)

NO PROOF ANYWHERE THAT BIDEN IS NOT THE PRESIDENT, SO HOW CAN REPUBLICANS VOTE TO

INSTALL THIS LIAR?

10.24.23-MAGA FOOLS LOSE AGAIN-ANOTHER GOP 'BOMBSHELL' ABOUT BIDEN TURNS OUT TO BE A

DUD The GOP’s Biden impeachment inquiry continues to limp along in the background of their speaker

drama. While Republicans claimed they had uncovered a “direct payment” to Biden linking him to his

family’s foreign business deals, it turns out the payment in question came from Joe Biden’s brother

James, not a Ukrainian oligarch or Chinese tycoon. [HuffPost]

10.23.23-WHAT HE SAID-ABOUT A PARTY RULED BY A FEW MAGA FREAKS-In spite of his hopes that

"everyone would come together, put the country before the politics, and actually solve this," the fact

that the House has reached this point of infighting and ineffectiveness is "embarrassing for the

Republican Party" and "embarrassing for the nation" former Speaker McCarthy told NBC's Meet the

Press on Sunday.



10.21.23-FILTH-A Texas judge has ruled that Infowars host Alex Jones cannot use bankruptcy protection

to avoid paying nearly $1.1 billion to families who sued over his conspiracy theories that the Sandy Hook

school massacre was a hoax. The decision is another significant defeat for Jones in the wake of juries in

Texas and Connecticut punishing him over spreading falsehoods about the nation's deadliest school

shooting. U.S. District Judge Christopher Lopez of Houston issued the ruling Thursday. Relatives of the

victims testified at the trials about being harassed and threatened by Jones’ believers, who sent threats

and even confronted the grieving families in person, accusing them of being “crisis actors” whose

children never existed. Jones' personal spending topped $93,000 in July alone, including thousands of

dollars on meals and entertainment.

10.20.23-SERIAL LIAR-The cohosts of MSNBC’s “Morning Joe” on Thursday mocked Trump for telling a lie

— and then contradicting himself just four minutes later. The former president falsely claimed during a

break in his civil fraud trial in New York on Wednesday that it was keeping him from being on the 2024

campaign trail. “I have to be here instead of Iowa, New Hampshire, South Carolina, lots of other great

places,” Trump whined to reporters. “They want me to be here.” Trump, however, does not have to be at

his trial. And he gave the game away less than 240 seconds later when asked if he’d return to the

courthouse on Thursday. “Probably not,” he replied. “I have a very big professional golf tournament at

Doral, so probably not.” “Oh my God,” exclaimed host Mika Brzezinski. Joe Scarborough sarcastically

mocked the “injustice of it all.” “You can’t make it up,” he said. “You can see his mind. He can’t even

remember who he is running against. He thinks he is running against Barack Obama, so how do you

expect him, four minutes later, to remember the lie he told four minutes ago?”

10.19.23-ONE MAGA CREEP TO SNITCH ON ANOTHER MAGA CREEP-A lot of people were shocked by

former Trump attorney Sidney Powell’s guilty plea to misdemeanor charges linked to election

interference in Georgia in 2020 ― but not as much as the Trump camp. New York Times reporter Maggie

Haberman told CNN’s Dana Bash on Thursday that Powell’s plea deal “caught Trump world by surprise, as

it did all of us.” Haberman said Powell’s agreement with prosecutors was “one of the best-kept secrets”

out of the Fulton County District Attorney’s office and that Trump insiders don’t know what to make of it.

As part of the deal, Powell will be asked to testify as a witness in the trials of other defendants in the

case, perhaps including the former president.

10.18.23-TRUMP ASSOCIATE=LIAR-The most important moment in the second week of the New York

attorney general's ongoing civil fraud trial against Trump, his companies and others may not have even

happened in the courtroom. Instead, it likely happened last Thursday morning when Forbes published a

report accusing former Trump Organization CFO and co-defendant Allen Weisselberg of having perjured

himself on the stand, citing emails and reporters’ notes not yet in the public domain and some of which

are not in the possession of New York Attorney General Letitia James’ office either.The alleged perjury

occurred, in Forbes' account, when Weisselberg testified on Oct. 10 that he was not involved in or

focused on the valuation of Trump’s triplex apartment in Trump Tower in Manhattan.

10.17.23-Gym Jordan: Another MAGA lunatic.

--Given Jim Jordan's key role in Donald Trump's election subversion scheme, Rachel Maddow points out,

"it becomes basically an open question as to whether a House under Jordan's leadership would ever

certify the election results of an election in which Donald Trump ran but lost.



--"Michael Fanone, a former Washington, D.C., police officer who was assaulted during the U.S. Capitol

riot, excoriated House Republicans for nominating Rep. Jim Jordan (R-Ohio) as their speaker-designate.

“Jim Jordan is an insurrectionist who has no place being second in line to the presidency.”

--Republican Accountability Project: “The world needs Congress led by someone who stands for

democracy ― not someone who tried to overthrow it.”

--Stephen Colbert: “You could not pick a worse man to be speaker of the House,” Colbert said. “And keep

in mind, the GOP just had Kevin McCarthy, so they tried.”

--Former Rep. David Jolly (R-Fla.) on Monday slammed the possible ascension of his former colleague

Rep. Jim Jordan (R-Ohio) to the House speaker role. “House Republicans may elevate someone who

indeed plotted an insurrection against the republic,” Jolly, who quit the Republican Party in 2018, told

MSNBC’s Joy Reid.

--Former Sen. Claire McCaskill (D-Mo.) on Monday envisioned a short House speakership for Rep. Jim

Jordan (R-Ohio) should he gain enough support to win the leadership role. McCaskill told MSNBC’s

Nicolle Wallace it was “astounding” that House Republicans want to elevate Jordan, who played a key

role in Donald Trump’s failed efforts to overturn the 2020 election result, to the top job.

10.16.23-DON'T FORGET-Several former Ohio State wrestlers did accuse Gym, er, Jim Jordan of knowing

about the abuse by the team doctor when he was an assistant coach for the Buckeyes from 1987 to

1995. The wrestlers said they were present when Jordan either heard or responded to sexual misconduct

complaints about Dr. Richard Strauss, who committed more than 1,429 sexual assaults and 47 rapes in

his 20-year tenure, according to a school crime report. Jordan has denied any knowledge of the abuse.

10.13.23-Trump Headlines:

--He may have said the most chilling thing to date when he sought to dismiss a lawsuit seeking to have

him thrown off the ballot in Colorado for his role in inciting the Jan. 6 insurrection. He claimed the

lawsuit had no merit because—wait for it--presidents are not obligated to support the Constitution.

--He spent years making claims like “No President has done more for Israel than I have.” But at a

Wednesday rally in Florida and in comments on Fox News, Trump bitterly criticized Netanyahu, making

clear that, like just about everything else, Trump’s focus on Israel was always about his own ego.

--He called the Iran-backed militant group Hezbollah ”very smart”

--Hannity, after dumping Vivek Ramaswamy following a VERY heated exchange: "I think people who

never held public office, like you, maybe they’re not qualified to be president!" Yes, Hannity actually said

that.

10.12.23-TRUMP HATES ANYONE WHO IS NOT DONALD TRUMP, EVEN MAGANUTS-Olivia Troye—who

worked for Pence: "I think Trump has done a great job of sort of marketing himself as the champion for

all of these people who are behind him in this movement. But we’ve sat in these meetings. What is so

frustrating and angering to me is the fact that he has nothing in common with any of his supporters. And

I detest the way he speaks about them. Like, when he would talk about them in meetings, it was so

disparaging to them."



10.11.23-THUG TALK-Trump has called for shoplifters to be shot on sight, advocated for the execution of

former Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman Mark Milley, told his supporters to “go after” New York Attorney

General Letitia James, and threatened that if Manhattan District Attorney Alvin Bragg takes legal action

against him, the result will be “potential death and destruction.”

10.10.23-DISGUSTING!-Hundreds of people were killed in Hamas’ attacks on Israel on Saturday. It’s a

terrible, terrible situation, as the White House was forced to remind Republican National Committee

Chair Ronna McDaniel after her thoughts went first to partisan advantage. When asked about the

situation in a Fox News appearance on Saturday, McDaniel said, “I think this is a great opportunity for our

candidates to contrast where Republicans have stood with Israel time and time again, and Joe Biden has

been weak.” People are dead, more are being held hostage, and Israel is retaliating against

noncombatants in Gaza—but it’s a great opportunity for Republicans. (Daily KOS)

10.09.23-ANOTHER REPUBLICAN HYPOCRITE-The Biden administration announced a new round of

student loan forgiveness this week, wiping out $9 billion in debt for 125,000 borrowers.That led to the

usual carping from Republicans, particularly Rep. Mike Kelly of Pennsylvania, who also happens to be a

car salesman. “No student loan is forgiven,” Kelly tweeted. “The debt is just transferred onto the backs of

the American taxpayers.” The White House was ready with the perfect clapback. Rep. Kelly, one of the

richest members of Congress received nearly $1 million in COVID-19 loans for his three car dealerships:

Yes, that means Kelly got nearly $1 million “transferred onto the backs of the American taxpayers.” In

addition to having a lot of money (his net worth was estimated to be more than $12.4 million in 2018),

Kelly also has a bad memory. He tried the same talking points last year—with the same results.

10.11.23-THUG TALK-Trump has called for shoplifters to be shot on sight, advocated for the execution of

former Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman Mark Milley, told his supporters to “go after” New York Attorney

General Letitia James, and threatened that if Manhattan District Attorney Alvin Bragg takes legal action

against him, the result will be “potential death and destruction.”

10.10.23-DISGUSTING!-Hundreds of people were killed in Hamas’ attacks on Israel on Saturday. It’s a

terrible, terrible situation, as the White House was forced to remind Republican National Committee

Chair Ronna McDaniel after her thoughts went first to partisan advantage. When asked about the

situation in a Fox News appearance on Saturday, McDaniel said, “I think this is a great opportunity for our

candidates to contrast where Republicans have stood with Israel time and time again, and Joe Biden has

been weak.” People are dead, more are being held hostage, and Israel is retaliating against

noncombatants in Gaza—but it’s a great opportunity for Republicans. (Daily KOS)

10.09.23-ANOTHER REPUBLICAN HYPOCRITE-The Biden administration announced a new round of

student loan forgiveness this week, wiping out $9 billion in debt for 125,000 borrowers.That led to the

usual carping from Republicans, particularly Rep. Mike Kelly of Pennsylvania, who also happens to be a

car salesman. “No student loan is forgiven,” Kelly tweeted. “The debt is just transferred onto the backs of

the American taxpayers.” The White House was ready with the perfect clapback. Rep. Kelly, one of the

richest members of Congress received nearly $1 million in COVID-19 loans for his three car dealerships:

Yes, that means Kelly got nearly $1 million “transferred onto the backs of the American taxpayers.” In

addition to having a lot of money (his net worth was estimated to be more than $12.4 million in 2018),

Kelly also has a bad memory. He tried the same talking points last year—with the same results.

10.08.23-BE SCARED!-Trump’s mention of “poisoning the blood” directly echoes Nazi propaganda about

the “blood” of the Aryan nation. One of the party’s slogans was simply “blood and soil,” which is an



expression supporting supposed racial purity (blood) and an expanded Nazi state (soil). It was also a

slogan shouted by the more recent Nazi’s at a racist march in Charlottesville, Virginia . “For Jews, it’s

chilling to hear this language, which echoes the ‘race science’ used by the Nazis to justify the

extermination of so many of our ancestors,” Carin Mrotz, the executive director of Jewish Community

Action, a racial and economic justice nonprofit, said. “But we recognize that Trump is choosing this

language intentionally, celebrating the supposed genetic superiority of European immigrants on land

that has become home to immigrants from all over the world, to sow division and hatred between us.”

(Daily Kos)

10.06.23-TRAITOR TRASH-IF TRUE SEND DIRECTLY TO JAIL-Trump reportedly shared details about

America’s nuclear submarine program with an Australian billionaire, who then went on to tell journalists,

foreign officials and others about the sensitive information, according to multiple reports. ABC News first

reported that special counsel Jack Smith had learned about Trump’s disclosure to the billionaire — a

cardboard magnate named Anthony Pratt — as part of his investigation into the former president’s

handling of classified documents. Trump allegedly told Pratt several government secrets about the

submarines during an event at his Mar-a-Lago club and residence in Florida, where the billionaire is a

member. Pratt reportedly told prosecutors and FBI agents that he brought up the submarine fleet in April

2021, after Trump had left the White House. The former president then revealed the supposed number

of nuclear warheads that are on board U.S. submarines at any time and how close the vessels can get to

a Russian submarine without detection.

10.05.23- EVEN CLUELESS MAN CRITICIZES THE DISGUSTING ASSHOLE-Mike Pence on Tuesday criticized

his former boss-turned-rival, Trump, for calling retired Gen. Mark Milley, the former chairman of the

Joint Chiefs of Staff, a traitor over phone calls he made to China in the final stormy months of their

administration.“Frankly what Donald Trump said about him in that tweet, about treason and death, was

utterly inexcusable,” he said.

10.04.23-MORE OF DISGUSTING ASSHOLE-“A person who is not truthful regarding his position on the

protection of unborn life, on women, on minorities, on evangelical Christians, on Jews, on working men

and women,” Kelly continued. “A person that has no idea what America stands for and has no idea what

America is all about. A person who cavalierly suggests that a selfless warrior who has served his country

for 40 years in peacetime and war should lose his life for treason – in expectation that someone will take

action. A person who admires autocrats and murderous dictators. A person that has nothing but

contempt for our democratic institutions, our Constitution, and the rule of law.“There is nothing more

that can be said,” Kelly concluded. “God help us.”

10.03.23-SUCH A DISGUSTING ASSHOLE-John Kelly, who served as Trump’s chief of staff, unleashed a

blistering attack against his former boss on Monday, confirming on the record that many of Trump’s

critical remarks about veterans and injured service members were true. “What can I add that has not

already been said?” Kelly told CNN in an exclusive statement. “A person that thinks those who defend

their country in uniform, or are shot down or seriously wounded in combat, or spend years being

tortured as POWs are all ‘suckers’ because ‘there is nothing in it for them.’ A person that did not want to

be seen in the presence of military amputees because ‘It doesn’t look good for me.’ “A person who

demonstrated open contempt for a Gold Star family ― for all Gold Star families ― on TV during the 2016
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campaign and rants that our most precious heroes who gave their lives in America’s defense are ‘losers’

and wouldn’t visit their graves in France.”

01.02.23-I WOULD HAVE KICKED IN A THOUSAND-Sam Bankman-Fried was ready to shell out some

major cash to stop Trump from running for president in 2024, according to author Michael Lewis.The

fallen crypto billionaire, who is set to stand trial over the collapse of his cryptocurrency exchange FTX,

was willing to put up $5 billion to keep Trump out of the 2024 presidential race, having deemed him an

“existential” threat to democracy, Lewis told “60 Minutes” in an interview broadcast Sunday.

09.29.23-DICTATOR COMING!=President Biden slammed Trump’s plans to centralize control of the

executive branch in the White House, bring the Department of Justice under presidential control and

purge the civil service in favor of partisan actors. Billed as a defense of democratic institutions, Biden

quoted from a New York Times article on Trump’s plans for centralizing control over the executive branch

to call out his likely 2024 opponent’s efforts to “alter the balance of power by increasing the president’s

authority over every part of the federal government.” “Erode the power of independent agencies. Put

them under the thumb of a president. Give the president the power to refuse to spend money the

Congress has appropriated if he doesn’t like what it’s being spent for. Get rid of long-standing

protections for civil service,” Biden said, listing Trump’s plans. Biden zeroed in on one Trump policy in

particular, the reassignment of tens of thousands of federal civil servants to positions without

long-standing civil service protections. At the tail end of Trump’s presidency, he signed an executive

order establishing Schedule F, a new class of federal worker who could be fired at will by the president

and replaced by someone more amenable to the president’s wishes. Now, he is running to put it back in

place if he wins in 2024.

09.27.23-RAISE YOUR HAND IF YOU ARE SURPRISED. THAT'S WHAT I THOUGHT-JUDGE RULES TRUMP

COMMITTED FRAUD FOR YEARS WHILE BUILDING REAL ESTATE EMPIRE A judge ruled Tuesday that

Donald Trump committed fraud for years while building his real estate empire, and ordered some of the

former president’s companies be dissolved. The judge found Trump repeatedly lied about his wealth to

reap rewards like favorable loan terms.

09.26.23-WELL, THE MAGA CULT DOES NOT CARE ABOUT THE TRUTH-The idea that Ukraine Prosecutor

General Viktor Shokin was fired to protect Burisma has been debunked so many times that de bunk is

exhausted, but it has seldom gone down with as much grim satisfaction as it did on Sunday when Fox

News’ Brian Kilmeade interviewed former Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko.Kilmeade:

Is that why he got fired? Because of the billion dollars and the former vice president, now president?

Poroshenko: First of all, this is a completely crazy person. This is something wrong with him. Second,

there is not one single word of truth. And third, I hate the idea to make any comments and to make any

intervention in the American election. We have very much enjoyed bipartisan support. Please do not use

such person like Shokin to undermine the trust between bipartisan support and Ukraine.

09.25.23-MANGLED MAGA MELTDOWN-Former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said Sunday that

House Speaker Kevin McCarthy was “too weak” to stand up to far-right Republicans calling for the
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impeachment of President Joe Biden.Clinton spoke with MSNBC’s Jen Psaki, telling the host some in the

GOP were using impeachment as a political weapon to keep their base “all riled up while they make up

stuff that has no basis in fact.” “There’s no there there,” Clinton said. “They know there’s no there there,

and sadly the speaker of the House is too weak to stand up to the most rabid block of his members who

don’t care what the truth or the facts are.” “They just want to be able to grandstand and try to cause

President Biden problems,” she added.

09.24.23-JACKASS JORDAN-At one point during Congressional hearings, Republican Rep. Thomas Massie

suggested the attorney general could be held in contempt of Congress for refusing to answer questions

about ongoing investigations—something Garland reminded Massie would fly in the face of our

Constitution’s separation of powers. Eric Swalwell responds “So if we're going to talk about contempt of

Congress, let's get real. I mean, are you serious that Jim Jordan, a witness to one of the greatest crimes

ever committed in America, a crime where more prosecutions have occurred than any crime committed

in America, refuses to help his country and we’re going to get lectured about subpoena compliance in

contempt of Congress?” He continued, saying that there is no credibility coming from Republicans on the

committee, and that Jordan and his fellow House Republicans were busy holding these “clown show”

hearings instead of passing gun safety laws and helping support Ukraine’s fight against Russia. Every

pathetic conspiracy theory being peddled by the likes of Jordan is so easily refutable by the most basic

logic at this point. One wonders if just the sound of conspiracy is all MAGA-Kool-Aid drinkers need in

order to throw another $5 down the toilet of Republican fundraiser emails.

09.23.2-MORE EXTREME MAGA RIGHT-WING CRAP-On Thursday, House Republicans were unable to get

themselves together and agree to debate a military funding bill, to say nothing of a continuing resolution

to avert a government shutdown. Democratic Minority Leader Hakeem Jeffries held a press conference

to make sure the message to the American people is clear: This will be the “unnecessary Republican

shutdown of government.” This is an inherent problem with the Republican Party’s inability to

govern.After walking through the facts and calling out House Republicans for trying to tack right-wing

“riders” onto a funding bill, Jeffries summed up what needs to happen: “We need the extreme MAGA

Republicans to get their act together in the civil war that's happening on the Republican side of the

aisle.”

Republicans controlled the House and the Senate in December of 2018. They shut

themselves down. That's how much it's in their DNA.

09.22.23-THE WSW SAID THIS???-“What is the former president afraid of?” The Wall Street Journal

asked Wednesday in an editorial slamming Trump’s “ducking” of the Republican debates while roasting

his policy comments. “Why is Mr. Trump afraid to confront other Republicans without the aid of a

teleprompter? Is he worried he’d look his age at 77 next to younger candidates?” the Journal wrote. The

newspaper taunted Trump’s unwillingness to clarify at what point he thinks a woman should be

prevented from having an abortion. “We’ll come up with a number,” he said in an interview with NBC.

“How? By spinning a giant wheel, like on a TV game show, except marked with ’10 weeks,′ ‘15 weeks,’

and so forth?” the Journal cracked. “The public takes the abortion question seriously, and Mr. Trump

owes a serious answer.” The newspaper made sport of the 77-year-old Trump’s age and competence,

which has been overshadowed by concerns over the 80-year-old Biden. “Mr. Trump would be 82 at the



end of his second term in 2029, and he isn’t exactly in shape to set records at the YMCA senior triathlon,”

the WSJ wrote. “Do the concerns about age not apply to him?” The publication beseeched Trump to

answer questions about Jan. 6, his COVID-19 policies, and his boast that he could end the war in Ukraine

in 24 hours. That’s what debates are for. “Mr. Trump’s advisers may be telling him he shouldn’t appear

lest he say something that hurts his legal defense,” the Journal wrote. “But that’s a sign of weakness, not

strength, and he’ll have to answer those questions eventually. What is the former President afraid of?”

09.21.23-G.overnmentO.f P.andimonium-A Republican consultant has offered a damning critique of the

current state of the GOP, summarizing in a withering essay that it now “offers nothing.” Traditional

conservative values have been “corrupted and abandoned,” Alfredo Rodriguez III wrote in an essay.

Instead, previous conservative standards have been replaced with “anger about everything, immovable

thinking and rationale, conspiratorial theories and extreme skepticism, hatred of the opposition, and a

lukewarm defense of democracy,” said the founder of Republican political consultants Dyce

Communications. The GOP “possesses no vision, optimism or ideas,” he added.

09.20.23-THE WOMEN OUTDID THEMSELVES TODAY-

--Jeanine Pirro suggested Tuesday that the death of a New England Patriots fan after allegedly being

punched in the stands was due in part to participation trophies. Click

--Denver TV news anchor Kyle Clark is putting Rep. Lauren Boebert (R-Colo.) on blast for the antics that

got her tossed from a performance of the “Beetlejuice” musical as well as her behavior afterward. “I

haven’t seen a single person say, ‘Why, I am shocked that Lauren Boebert was rude, disruptive and

belligerent,’” Clark said. “This is, after all, the congresswoman who suggested that a Muslim colleague

was a suicide bomber.”

--NON-EVENT-Far-right Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene (R-Ga.) announced her upcoming memoir on

Tuesday, prompting immediate backlash and mockery from critics on social media. “MTG” will tell

Greene’s “side of the story,” the firebrand Republican told the conservative Washington Examiner in

promoting the book, which has a Nov. 21 publication date.

09.19.23-DEMENTIA DONALD-MSNBC’s Mehdi Hasan said all the “chatter” about President Joe Biden’s

age ignores the real problems with his potential opponent: Trump. Hasan played a series of clips of

Trump’s gaffe-filled speech on Friday in which ― among other things ― the former president claimed he

beat Barack Obama in 2016, warned of a pending “World War II” and insisted that Americans need ID to

buy a loaf of bread. “If Joe Biden had said any of those things, I guess it would’ve been front-page news

on every paper in the country,” Hasan said to author Wajahat Ali. “But we just give a pass to the

77-year-old openly delusional Trump. The age debate is very weird, is it not?” “Joe Biden, criticize him for

his age, I do,” Ali said. “But he just finished an international trip, answered questions, and he knows that

you don’t need voter ID to buy bread, he knows that he ran against Trump, not Barack Obama, and he

also knows that we fought in World War II and won.

09.18.23-WHY EVEN INTERVIEW A PATHOLOGICAL LIAR AND THEN WHY BROADCAST IT?-Trump revived

one of his most egregious lies about abortion, repeatedly making the easily debunked claim that

multiple states allow physicians to “kill the baby after birth.” The former president and 2024 Republican
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front-runner made the claims during a pretaped sit-down interview with NBC’s “Meet the Press.” Trump

insisted on this being true eight times throughout the interview, despite moderator Kristen Welker’s

repeated corrections. “You have some states that are allowed to kill the child after birth, and you can’t

allow that,” Trump insisted. “Look, the Democrats are able to kill the baby after birth,” he doubled down.

“Even after birth, you’re allowed to terminate the baby,” he claimed. All of these statements are

categorically false. It is not legal in a single state to willfully end the life of a newborn.

09.17.23-STUPID, STUPID MAN-MSNBC’s Nicolle Wallace appeared visibly shocked by what she

described as the latest display of ignorance from Sen. Tommy Tuberville (R-Ala.) as he continues to block

military promotions in the Senate in protest of the Pentagon’s abortion policies. Tuberville told reporters

on Tuesday that he was sure that Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman Mark Milley would remain in the role,

even after his official Oct. 1 departure date, until a replacement was named. “I’ll call Milley and wish him

good luck, but I don’t know whether he’ll go anywhere until they get somebody confirmed,” said the

Alabama Republican.The reporters explained that Milley was required to leave by law. “He has to leave?”

Tuberville asked. “He’s out. We’ll get somebody else to do the job. But hopefully, it’s done by then.”

Wallace couldn’t believe the exchange. “Hopefully what’s done? You’re the problem,” she said on

Tuesday. Tuesday’s exchange was just “another layer of Tuberville’s profound and embarrassing

ignorance about the U.S. military,” Wallace said.

09.16.23-HORRIBLE THAT THESE TWO DESPICABLE PEOPLE REPRESENT THE TOP TWO

REPUBLICAN CONTENDERS-During a FOX News appearance DeSantis said all the things you

might expect from a presidential candidate, but there was just one little problem: The network’s

news ticker kept dropping “truth bombs” that seemed to explode his contention of viability.

During the interview, the ticker noted the following:

● “DeSantis has not polled above 20% in a national poll since July.”

● “Fox Poll: Trump leads DeSantis by 47 points in 2024 GOP field.”

● “Fox Poll: 13% GOP support for DeSantis marks his lowest level to date.”

● “Fox Poll: GOP support for DeSantis has fallen by 15 points since Feb.”

● “Fox Poll: Biden leads DeSantis 47% to 44% in hypothetical matchup.”

● “August: DeSantis replaced campaign manager as part of campaign reset.”

● “DeSantis trails Trump by 30+ points in both Iowa and New Hampshire.”

09.14.23-MACHIAVELLIAN MARK-MSNBC’s Nicolle Wallace came up with a colorful way to

describe just how “exposed” Mark Meadows is in the Georgia election interference case.“I

forgot how exposed he is,” Wallace said. “But he is, y’know, naked with his rear end hanging out

on the fake electors plot. He’s essentially its quarterback.” Wallace played footage from the Jan.

6 committee hearings making the case that Meadows went far beyond his official duties as he

helped push the fake electors plot at the center of the Georgia case. Timothy Heaphy, who was

the Jan. 6 committee’s lead investigator, said Meadows didn’t deny his role when questioned.



“He essentially agreed with the factual allegations that are in the indictment,” he said, adding

that Meadows argued that he was doing his job, which includes keeping an eye on what the

president was doing. But Heaphy said Meadows wasn’t a passive observer. He was an “active

participant turning the wheels of the conspiracy, facilitating this fake elector plan.”

09.13.23-MORE ON THIS RIDICULOUS IMPEACHMENT ATTEMPT-On the first day back from

summer recess, Republican House Speaker Kevin McCarthy declared, without evidence, or a

floor vote, to open a formal impeachment inquiry into President Biden. Why? Not really sure.

Republicans have already wasted TONS of taxpayer money and resources in hopes of

uncovering some wrongdoing by Biden. House Republicans have gotten 12,000 pages of

subpoenaed records and documents along with more than 2,000 pages of suspicious activity

reports. They’ve interviewed multiple witnesses, and they have found nothing. But, hey, if
they throw even more taxpayer money and resources at it, I am sure Jim Jordan can find

something that Biden did wrong. With so many other pressing issues that our Congress needs to

address, this vengeful impeachment inquiry is nothing more than a wasteful political stunt.

09.12.23-FOOLS RUSH IN-As House Republicans gear up to impeach President Joe Biden, Rep.

Jamie Raskin has released a thorough statement debunking the supposed basis for an

impeachment. It has been a complete and total bust—an epic flop in the history of

congressional investigations. The voluminous evidence they have gathered, including

thousands of pages of bank records and suspicious activity reports and hours of testimony from

witnesses, overwhelmingly demonstrates no wrongdoing by President Biden and further

debunks Republicans’ conspiracy theories. Republicans have found:

● No bank records showing payments to the president.

● No suspicious activity reports alleging potential misconduct by the president or that he

is involved in his son’s business dealings.

● No witnesses testifying to misconduct by the president.

09.11.23-LOOK UP MJT IN THE DICTIONARY-Rep. Ken Buck (R-Colo.) didn’t hold back when asked Sunday

about conspiracy theorist Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene (R-Ga.) and her relentless push to impeach

President Joe Biden. MSNBC’s Jen Psaki noted a shift in tone from Greene, who over the weekend posted

on X that there shouldn’t be a “rush” impeachment vote. But Buck ― a staunch conservative and a

member of the hard-line Freedom Caucus ― pointed out that Greene filed to impeach Biden one day

after he was sworn in to office. “The idea that that she is now the expert on impeachment or that she is

someone who should set the timing on impeachment is absurd,” he said. Impeachment, he added,

should come if and when there is evidence of high crimes and misdemeanors. “That

doesn’t exist right now,” he said.

https://www.dictionary.com/browse/FOOL


09.09.23-THE BEST WALLS ARE THOSE IN WHICH WE COULD PUT TRUMP-The construction of Trump’s

wall along the U.S.-Mexico border desecrated Indigenous cultural sites, hurt wildlife, destroyed

vegetation, dried up key water resources, exacerbated the risk of flooding and triggered erosion that has

left mountain slopes “unstable and at risk of collapse,” according to a new report. Among other things,

construction of the wall fragmented wildlife habitats, cut off species’ migration routes and destroyed

ancient cacti and other native vegetation. “These border walls haven’t done a thing to address

immigration or smuggling, but they did drive endangered species closer to extinction, butcher thousands

of iconic saguaro cacti and dynamite Indigenous sacred sites and burial grounds,”

09.08.23-YOU KNEW WHAT HE WAS WHEN YOU SUCKED UP TO TRUMP-Chris Christie is firing back at

after the former president dismissed him as a “crazed lunatic” during a radio interview on Wednesday. “I

feel bad for Donald. I really do,” Christie sarcastically began. “You know, he’s on there saying that I’m not

very smart, that I’m very deranged. Look, he didn’t think that in 2018 when he offered me White House

chief of staff,” Christie said. “He didn’t think that in 2016 when he made me chairman of his transition.

”Christie said Trump made him chair of the opioid commission, offered him Cabinet-level jobs as

homeland security secretary and labor secretary. He also helped prep Trump for presidential debates in

2016 and 2020. “If I was so useless and dumb and deranged, how did all that stuff happen?” Christie

asked. “It’s sad. He’s under a lot of stress and a lot of pressure, and saying these things makes me really

concerned for his mental health.”

09.07.23-BURN THAT TOAST-An audio recording made by one of Donald Trump’s criminal defense

lawyers could seal the former president’s fate if used as evidence at his trial for allegedly mishandling

classified documents after leaving the White House, former U.S. Attorney Harry Litman said on

Wednesday. “It’s going to be incandescent evidence,” Litman told MSNBC’s Lawrence O’Donnell of a

voice memo made by Evan Corcoran noting a colleague had told him Trump would “go ballistic” if urged

to comply with a subpoena to give up top-secret documents allegedly stashed at his Mar-a-Lago resort.

“It’s all admissible, all against Trump,” Litman explained. “And, man, that sort of 45 seconds of dialogue is

just murder for Trump.” O’Donnell said he didn’t understand how the defense of the Republican 2024

front-runner could survive “this kind of evidence coming in.” “If this gets to trial, Trump is toast at trial,”

said attorney Bradley Moss. Trump’s team would do its best to make it inadmissible, he said. “Trump has

got to get that stuff out, because if it does get in at trial, yeah, he’s toast, it’s over.”

09.06.23-EVEN ANOTHER MAGA FREAK-THEY ARE EVERYWHERE-Republican presidential candidate Vivek

Ramaswamy had an awkward moment on MSNBC on Wednesday night when he seemed either unable

or unwilling to explain his own past criticism of Trump. Host Mehdi Hasan asked Ramaswamy about a

tweet calling Trump’s actions on Jan. 6, 2021, “downright abhorrent” that he wrote one week after the

then-president’s supporters attacked the U.S. Capitol. Hasan asked Ramaswamy to explain what Trump

did that day that he considered “downright abhorrent.” He didn’t answer, despite being asked

repeatedly. “You’re avoiding my question,” Hasan asked after the first attempt went south. “What did

Donald Trump do, in your view, that was ‘downright abhorrent’?” “No, I’m not avoiding your question,”

Ramaswamy said, then he avoided the question. Hasan tried again. “Unless you’re scared of him, why

won’t you say what he did that was ‘downright abhorrent’?” Hasan asked. “It’s a simple question. It’s

your words. It’s on the screen.”



09.05.23-ANOTHER WACKED-OUT MAGA FREAK-Scott Baugh, a Republican attorney hoping to flip a

Democratic-held U.S. House seat in Orange County, California, said that “wokism” is more threatening to

the country than the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, both world wars and the Civil War. Baugh made the

remarks while speaking in June to the International Christian Ambassadors Association, an ecumenical

Christian nonprofit. “What’s the greatest threat to religious freedom? We were born in the Revolutionary

War. We survived civil wars, World War II, World War I, a lot of wars, 9/11,” Baugh said. “None of those

were that threatening to our country compared to the war that we’re fighting now. That war is about

wokism and the lack of common sense.” “That wokism ― it’s communism, wokism, whatever you want

to call it ― it’s infected our churches. I like to tell some of our pastors that Jesus came to offend. That

was his purpose,” he added. “How would you know you needed a savior unless your sins were pointed

out? And our churches aren’t doing that.”

09.04.23-PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE-Conservative attorney George Conway said Trump should be locked

away for good if he’s found guilty in the two federal cases currently pending against him. Conway shared

a tweet from former federal prosecutor Elizabeth de la Vega, who wrote that Trump should be given a

prison sentence “equal to or greater than” the sentences handed down in other key Jan. 6 cases if

convicted in Washington. That would make 18 years a starting point ― but Conway said the 77-year-old

former president’s potential prison time could be much longer than that if he’s convicted in the classified

documents case. “It’s beyond question he should spend the rest of his natural life in prison,” Conway

wrote.

09.03.23-TRUMP MINI-ME-Vivek Ramaswamy lies a lot. Last month, at the first Republican presidential

debate, he called climate change a “hoax” and said “more people are dying of bad climate change

policies than they are of actual climate change,” which is not remotely true. He also has claimed we

don’t know “the truth about Jan. 6” and spread baseless conspiracy theories about Sept. 11 — and when

caught with his hand in the proverbial cookie jar, he said that he was misquoted (which is also a lie). He

has denied criticizing Trump’s actions on Jan. 6, even though he did so in a book published just last year.

And he has supported masking during the COVID-19 pandemic, pardoning Hunter Biden and cutting U.S.

aid for Israel. When asked about each claim, Ramaswamy denied making them — all easily provable

falsehoods. Indeed, Ramaswamy lies so much that even Trump thinks “he’s starting to get out there a

little bit.”

09.02.23-PAC PROBLEMS-A conservative super PAC is launching a major ad campaign urging voters to

pick someone other than Trump in next year’s Republican presidential primary. A super PAC backed by

billionaire conservative activist Charles Koch, is spending $1.68 million on ads in North Carolina,

Arkansas and Tennessee, according to Carolina Journal. All three are among the 15 “Super Tuesday”

states, or states that will host nominating contests on March 5. Given the number of states in play, a

strong showing can make a candidacy, while a weak one can kill it off. Christine Ravold, regional

communications manager for the political action committee, told the Journal that “it’s time to turn the

page” on Trump. (I say let Trump win the nomination. He will be easily beatable)

 



09.01.23-PROUD MEMBER OF MAGA FREAKS-A man who is now an official for Trump’s presidential

campaign was caught on video urging police to kill themselves near the U.S. Capitol during the Jan. 6,

2021 insurrection, NBC News reported Thursday. Dylan Quattrucci, the deputy state director of

Trump’s campaign in New Hampshire, made the obscenity-laced rant after Trump loyalists stormed

the building to interrupt the certification of Biden’s victory. “If you are a police officer and you are going

to abide by unconstitutional bullshit, I want you to do me a favor right now and go hang yourself,

because you’re a piece of shit,” Dylan Quattrucci said in the clip, shared by the Sedition Hunters on X last

month. “Go fuck yourself.” Quattrucci’s identity was confirmed to NBC by two people familiar with him.

08.31.23-FOX JUST HAS TO LIE-IT'S IN THEIR DNA-Fox News apologizes to Gold Star family for false story

Marine Corps called 'disgusting. Fox News apologized to the family of Marine Sgt. Nicole Gee for an

article it published falsely reporting they had to pay $60,000 to transport Gee's remains from California

to Arlington National Cemetery after she was killed in Afghanistan, the network said late Saturday. The

Marine Corp had contacted Fox News several times about the July 25 article, seeking a full retraction and

apology to Gee's family, according to emails obtained by Military.com and The Washington Post. Fox first

modified the article, written by Michael Lee and based on since-retracted allegations from Rep. Cory

Mills (R-Fla.), then deleted it. "The now unpublished story has been addressed internally and we

sincerely apologize to the Gee family," a Fox News spokesperson said, a month after the story was

"unpublished."

08.29.23-GRAB SOME POPCORN-'No One Is Above The Law': Republican Group Hits Trump Hard In

Damning Fox News Ad. The group will also have a billboard in Times Square showing all 91 felony charges

against the former president.

Click for video

08.15.23-LET'S HOPE THEY CONVICT THIS FOOL-Rudy Giuliani, a key figure in Trump’s effort to remain in

power after the 2020 election, was indicted in Georgia on Monday for his role in what prosecutors called

a sweeping conspiracy to overturn the state’s results and subvert the will of the people. Fani Willis, the

Fulton County district attorney, leveled 13 charges against Giuliani as part of the state’s yearslong

investigation into election tampering. He is charged with a violation of Georgia’s RICO Act (Racketeer

Influenced and Corrupt Organizations), soliciting the violation of oath by a public official, false

statements and conspiracies to commit forgery and file false documents, among other charges.

08.14.23-INDICTMENT #4-He can't pardon himself out of any conviction in Georgia.

08.12.23-EVANGELICALS HAVE JOINED THE CULT-Why don't they see Trump for what he is: the complete

betrayal of everything the church had taught. A moral reprobate who didn’t even pretend to go to

church, misquoted scripture, slept with porn stars while his wife was at home with a baby, bragged

about sexually assaulting women, never donated to charity but used charity funds to commission

full-size paintings of himself, and never once apologized or showed remorse for any of this. (Daily Kos)

08.11.23-PLEASE LET THEM BE RIGHT!-Two conservative law professors argue that Trump is ineligible

to serve as president again due to a section of the Constitution that prohibits anyone who has engaged

https://www.huffpost.com/news/topic/donald-trump
https://twitter.com/SeditionHunters/status/1689820551525568512
https://youtu.be/yJfGEIUSwz4
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in insurrection from holding office.William Baude of the University of Chicago and Michael Stokes

Paulsen of the University of St. Thomas explain their conclusion in an article set to be published in the

University of Pennsylvania Law Review. The constitutional scholars, both active in the conservative

Federalist Society, studied the question for more than a year, according to The New York Times.(huffpost)

08.10.23-EVEN FRIENDS FINALLY TAKE A STAND-Preston Padden served long-time friend Rupert Murdoch

as both his chief lobbyist and the organizer of Fox’s affiliated stations. He has now joined with a

nonprofit group called the Media and Democracy Project (MAD) to urge the Federal Communications

Commission to deny Fox’s renewal of its license to operate one of its largest stations, WTXF in

Philadelphia, known as Fox 29. Padden and MAD argue that Fox lacks the “character” required by the

FCC to be a license holder, because of post-election misinformation spread by another company entity:

Fox News. “Fox has undermined our democracy and has radicalized a segment of our population by

presenting knowingly false narratives about the legitimacy of the 2020 election,” Padden wrote in a

statement supporting MAD’s petition, which accuses Fox of “intentional, knowing news distortion.”

(Washington Post)

08.09.23-HEY MAGA FREAKS. MAYBE YOU CAN LEAVE WITH HIM! Trump admitted that he would like to

leave the U.S. and live overseas. He has frequently expressed disdain for America and Americans, made

the confession during a campaign rally in New Hampshire on Tuesday as he griped about the criminal

charges against him and lamented ever getting into politics. “I could have been relaxing at Mar-a-Lago or

in the south of France ― which I would prefer to being in this country, frankly.” (huffpost)

08.08.23-NO NEWS TODAY-JUST WAITING FOR THE NEXT INDICTMENT. THAT WILL MAKE FOUR, WON'T

IT?

08.07.23-DISGUSTING MAGA STUFF-Emails have revealed that Texas state troopers were ordered to push

small children and nursing babies back into the Rio Grande River, where they faced the very real risk of

drowning, heat exhaustion, and other dangers. Miles of razor wire were deployed by state troopers

along the shores of the Rio Grande and in the river itself. It's crystal clear that these obstacles, placed in

the river and along its banks, were designed to cause injury and even death.

These individuals are not wild animals. They are human beings, each one deserving of empathy, respect,

and a fair chance at life. Enough is enough. People should not be treated this way. We need to hold

Abbott and Texas law enforcement accountable for abusing their power and authority in such a cruel and

heartless manner. (Daily Kos)

08.05.23-TRUMP/TRAITOR-Former Rep. Joe Walsh (Republican-Ill.) doesn’t mince words in a new

column arguing that Trump deserves prison time for his actions after the 2020 election. “He wanted

violence. He wanted chaos. He wanted his supporters to be so damn pissed off that they would use

violence to keep him in office.” According to the indictment, one Justice Department official was

prepared to use the Insurrection Act to deploy the military against Americans if they took the streets to

protest Trump’s attempts to remain in power.“ Please don’t breeze past this fact: The former President of



the United States believed violence was ultimately how he could execute his attempted coup,” Walsh

wrote. “He incited that violence for months, and he exploited that violence on Jan. 6.” Walsh called the

mob’s violence of that day “the traitor’s final play. ”Trump waited hours to finally ask his supporters to

end the attack, watching the events unfold on TV with approval. “People have long been confused about

why Trump just sat there in the White House all afternoon, completely unperturbed by what was

happening,” Walsh wrote. “There should be no confusion: This is what he wanted. This was the plan.

”Walsh called it “bad enough” that Trump refused to concede the election and attempted to block the

peaceful transition of power. “But it’s traitorous that he relied on the threat of violence rather than

concede he lost a free and fair election in the United States of America,” the former lawmaker wrote as

he reached an inescapable conclusion: “Trump’s ass belongs in jail.”

08.03.23-PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE BE RIGHT!-Conservative pundit and former federal

prosecutor Andrew McCarthy is warning Republicans that nominating Trump could backfire in a

big way in 2024. “Trump doesn’t have a prayer of being elected president again,” McCarthy

wrote in The National Review in a column posted online before the former president was hit

with new indictments connected to the Capitol riot on Jan. 6, 2021. McCarthy, who also appears

on Fox News, said Trump cost his party the House in 2018 and the Senate in 2020, and his

involvement in the 2022 midterm elections caused a projected “red wave” election to fall short.

08.02.23-AWESOME!

● Conspiracy to defraud the United States;

● Conspiracy to obstruct an official proceeding;

● Obstruction of and attempt to obstruct an official proceeding;

● Conspiracy against the right to vote and have one’s vote counted.

08.01.23-JUST THE BEGINNING-A former Republican attorney general candidate and another

supporter of Trump have been criminally charged in Michigan in connection with accessing and

tampering with voting machines after the 2020 election, according to court records.

07.31.23-LOONEY TUNES-Click for a running list of RFK Jr.'s controversies.

07.29.23-AMEN!-There’s been a lot of coverage devoted to the perpetrators behind Trump’s plot to steal

the 2020 election. However, as another indictment looms, we should not lose sight of the victims of

Trump’s scheme. And there are many. In conspiring to reverse the legitimate results of the election in

multiple states, Trump effectively tried to revoke the votes of millions of Americans — depriving them of

their most sacred right under the constitution. Then there were the countless election officials who

were subjected to harassment campaigns and death threats, the targets of the Capitol insurrection,

including every sitting member of Congress as well as Donald Trump’s own vice president, and of course

the Capitol Police, Metropolitan Police and other law enforcement officers who suffered the most direct

and severe physical harm at the hands of the insurrectionists. Harry Dunn, Michael Fanone, and more

https://theweek.com/2024-presidential-election/1025265/a-running-list-of-rfk-jrs-controversies?utm_campaign=afternoon_newsletter_20230731&utm_source=afternoon_newsletter&utm_medium=email&refid=3E30D2999FDB42FB29B81B0F01087BDF


than 140 other officers risked their lives on January 6, and have the scars to prove it. Trump loves to play

the victim card. Don't fall for it. (from Jen Psaki)

07.28.23-AWFUL ALDEAN-A perspective of a real small town person — Reed Anfinson, editor of the

Swift County Monitor-News, in Benson, Minnesota, population 3379 — which one would think should

qualify as small. "While Aldean’s lyrics may seem flattering to small towns, they do the opposite. They do

damage to our efforts to be welcoming communities. The song doesn’t inspire, it divides. It doesn’t

promote small towns, it stereotypes and diminishes them. Portraying small towns as “Full of good ol’

boys, raised up right” ignores the fact that our rural courts have their share of these “boys” charged with

a wide variety of crimes. There are plenty of these “boys’ who show little respect for law enforcement,

their neighbors, or their community. Those “gold ol’ boys” can be seen as a group of white males filled

with prejudices and ready to run those out of town who disagree with them."

07.27.23-NEVER FORGET WHAT HE IS-Congressman Ted Lieu wrote: "On July 19, 2023, federal Judge

Lewis Kaplan rejected Donald Trump’s request for a new trial and confirmed that Donald Trump raped E.

Jean Carroll. I’m going to submit this Court ruling into the Congressional Record, and now I going to read

you what the judge found. "On page 43 the judge 'wrote Miss Carroll testified that the sexual assault, the

rape, of which she accused Mr Trump involved especially painful forced digital penetration.' The judge

further writes 'The testimony of the outcry witnesses, Miss Bernbach and Miss Martin, corroborated the

essence of Miss Carroll’s account of a violent traumatic sexual assault.' "On page 44 the judge wrote 'The

jury’s finding of sexual abuse, therefore, necessarily implies that it found that Mr Trump forcibly

penetrated her vagina.' The judge further writes 'In other words that he raped her.'"

This is a Running Record of  Trump & Company Statements and Actions. Hard to Believe, But It's

All Real

 To search for a term on a page press ctrl/f, enter term, press enter-all instances will be highlighted.

07.25.23-TODAY'S HEADLINES-OMG

● Colorado Businessman Sentenced For 'We Build The Wall' Fundraiser Fraud

● RFK Jr. vaccinated all his children. Why doesn't he want you to vaccinate yours?

● Ahead of Texas AG's impeachment trial, his PAC donates millions to lieutenant

gov. running trial

● Republicans cling to traitorous Confederate names

● Texas A&M suspended professor accused of criticizing Lt. Gov. Dan Patrick in

lecture

● Vaccine rejection may be linked to excess deaths among Florida, Ohio

Republicans



● Biden's Emmett Till monument fights back against GOP whitewashing. The

monument was announced on what would have been Till's 82nd birthday, had he not

been kidnapped and lynched as a teenager in Mississippi

● Rudy Giuliani has admitted to making false and defamatory statements about

Georgia election workers

07.24.23-TYPICAL MAGA STATE-Indiana is a state of many contradictions — at least, according

to CNBC. As part of its annual ranking for the top states for business, the news outlet found that

Indiana was the seventh-worst state to live and work in. The Hoosier state garnered a D- for life,

health and inclusion, with the lack of available, affordable child care and its anti-abortion and

anti-LGBTQ laws cited as the driving factors. But despite this damning figure, Indiana still made

the top 15 most business-friendly states, at No. 13, moving up one spot from its 2022 ranking.

Indiana was even No. 1 in infrastructure last year, with Indiana's strength in the freight-shipping

industry a major reason.

07.23.23-GO DIRECTLY TO JAIL, DO NOT PASS GO-It was (yet another) tumultuous week for

Trump’s lawyers, with a seemingly endless deluge of setbacks, roadblocks, and full-blown losses,

beginning with the target letter Trump received from prosecutors in special counsel Jack Smith's

investigation into the 2020 election and Jan. 6, 2021, signaling that a third indictment — and a

significant one — could be imminent for the former president. On Tuesday, Michigan's attorney

general filed criminal charges against 16 pro-Trump fake electors. In addition to being the first

charges of their kind ever filed, the fake electors could be facing both state and federal charges,

a development which doesn’t bode well for the former president they were attempting to

reinstate. Meanwhile, things weren’t looking much brighter in Georgia where Trump's lawyers

tried and failed in spectacular fashion to derail District Attorney Fani Willis’ probe. In Florida,

Judge Aileen Cannon set Trump's classified documents trial for May 2024, putting it on a direct

collision course with his 2024 campaign calendar. (MSNBC)

07.21-23-ALWAYS HAS BEEN A MOBSTER-THIS REALLY IS AN EXPLICIT THREAT-MSNBC’s Joe

Scarborough tore into Trump on Friday after the former president said it would be “dangerous”

for special counsel Jack Smith to send him to jail. Trump had told an Iowa radio station this

week that the possibility of jail time is a “very dangerous thing to even talk about, because we

do have a tremendously passionate group of voters (vicious MAGA freaks mob) — much more

passion than they had in 2020 and much more passion than they had in 2016.” Scarborough

said Trump was “talking like a mobster.”

07.21.23-SCUM ALERT!-In a video posted Tuesday on Twitter, when gun violence advocates

handed Rep. Lauren Boebert (R-Colo.) a pin of the green Converse a Uvalde victim was wearing

when she was murdered in a mass shooting, Boebert threw it away. Brett Cross, whose

10-year-old son Uziyah Garcia was also killed during the Uvalde mass shooting, said on TikTok

that Boebert throwing away the pin was “beyond infuriating.” “You people elect these types of

people,” Cross said. “Are you fucking serious? She didn’t even have enough couth or

https://www.huffpost.com/topic/jack-smith
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wherewithal to even hold on to it until she got to her office to throw it away. She threw it away

in plain sight, going to show once again that she does not give a damn.” Maite Rodriguez’s green

Converse became a symbol for Uvalde victims when actor Matthew McConaughey, who is from

Uvalde, Texas, spoke at the White House about how Maite’s green Converse was the “only clear

evidence” used to identify the 9-year-old after the shooting.

07.18.23-A REAL THREAT TO THIS COUNTRY-The New York Times is out with a story sure to

simultaneously delight the supporters of former President Trump and strike fear into his critics.

The lengthy piece, based on his campaign's public proposals and interviews with insiders, lays

out how Trump plans to dramatically increase the power of the presidency should he be elected

to a second term. The goal is to "alter the balance of power by increasing the president's

authority over every part of the federal government that now operates, by either law or

tradition, with any measure of independence from political interference by the White House,"

write Maggie Haberman, Jonathan Swan, and Charlie Savage. For example:

● Independent agencies such as the FCC and the FTC would operate under the president's

control.

● Presidents would be able to refuse to spend money authorized by Congress on programs

they don't like—the practice is called "impounding" funds, and lawmakers banned it

under Richard Nixon.

● Tens of thousands of civil servants would lose their job protection, making it easier for a

president to fire them.

07.15.23-WATCH THIS GUY-HE MAY BE INSANE BUT HE IS SMART-Absolutely disgusting and

insane. The @nypost

obtained video from a recent RFK Jr. event where he suggested COVID is a Chinese bioweapon

“ethnically targeted” to “attack Caucasians and Black people” and to spare “Ashkenazi Jews and

Chinese” people. He then falsely claimed the U.S. has spent hundreds of millions of dollars on

labs in Ukraine to develop similar bioweapons that target people by their race.

07.14.23-YES, BUT DANGEROUS-MSNBC guest Eddie S. Glaude Jr. riffed on Nicolle Wallace’s

takedown of Sen. Tommy Tuberville (R-Ala.) on Tuesday, drawing cackles from the host.

Tuberville has invited scorn for blocking military promotions in the Senate while at the same

time reinforcing his support for white nationalists. Wallace accused Tuberville of

single-handedly “impeding and harming U.S. military readiness.” “We can’t decide if he’s more

stupid or more racist,” she said. “And it’s almost comical and farcical, but he is today the most

powerful Republican in the Senate.” “So let’s just stipulate he’s a stupid racist,” said Glaude, an

African-American studies professor at Princeton University.
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07.13.23-ANOTHER FAILED MAGA WITCH HUNT-Gone in 60 seconds: At FBI director hearing,

Republican conspiracies about Biden go 'POOF!', Rex Huppke, USA Today. So the Republicans

who want to defund and discredit the FBI, the ones who eagerly dragged the FBI director

through the mud Wednesday with absurd allegations grounded in zero facts, want you, the

American people, to believe this: The nation’s premier law enforcement agency has been

weaponized against Republicans under a director who is a lifelong Republican and who reached

his current post by being selected and confirmed to positions by two Republican presidents and

two Republican-led Senate bodies.

Forget that all this is in defense of former President Donald Trump, a one-term,

twice-impeached lifelong con artist who now faces more than 70 felony charges in two cases,

with more indictments on the horizon.

Forget that Hunter Biden was actually charged with two misdemeanor tax offenses and a felony

firearm offense.

Forget that, despite relentless investigation, Republicans have produced nothing linking

President Biden to his son’s activity, or the fact that the person they touted as a key

whistleblower was just charged with arms trafficking and acting as an unregistered agent for

China.

07.12.23-THIS IS MAGA'S SO-CALLED HUNTER BIDEN WHISTLEBLOWER-U.S. Attorney Damian

Williams said: “As alleged, Gal Luft, a dual U.S.-Israeli citizen and co-head of a Maryland think

tank, engaged in multiple, serious criminal schemes. He subverted foreign agent registration

laws in the United States to seek to promote Chinese policies by acting through a former

high-ranking U.S. Government official; he acted as a broker in deals for dangerous weapons and

Iranian oil; and he told multiple lies about his crimes to law enforcement. As the charges

unsealed today reflect, our Office will continue to work vigorously with our law enforcement

partners to detect and hold accountable those who surreptitiously attempt to perpetrate malign

foreign influence campaigns here in the United States.” This guy is currently a fugitive. (Huff Post)

07.11.23-KRAZY KAREN-Former Rep. David Jolly (R-Fla.) said the emergence of Casey DeSantis

on the campaign trail on behalf of her husband, Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis, could actually

backfire. “For many, she’s the brighter side to Florida’s angry governor. To others, she’s become

America’s Karen,” Jolly said Sunday on MSNBC.He called her a “more effective messenger” than

her husband as he battles for the GOP presidential nomination. The problem is the message



itself. “If all she’s doing is amplifying the wrong message, she’s actually clarifying Ron DeSantis’

weaknesses,” he said, pointing specifically to DeSantis’ attempts “to terrify voters” with his

culture war rhetoric. “It doesn’t matter if it’s presented in heels or boots, the DeSantis

doctrine’s a losing one,” he said. “We’re gonna learn that the more Casey DeSantis gets out

there.” (Huff Post)

07.10.23-WHEN TRUMP SPEAKS, HE LIES-Chris Christie pushed back on claims that “tens of

thousands” of people still show up to Trump’s rallies, calling estimates for a recent South

Carolina event “absurd." “Tens of thousands don’t show up anymore. That’s another one of the

big lies that happen. Look, all you have to do is look at the pictures.” Christie was responding to

reports, citing a local police chief, that Trump drew a crowd of 50,000 people to a town of 3,400

in South Carolina over the July 4 weekend. That claim has since been called into question.

Christie also lambasted Trump’s campaign stop in Iowa last week, where he said the

ex-president “droned on for an hour and a half,” “lied” about a farm deal with China, and “spent

the rest of the time” discussing his indictment.“This is not somebody who’s fighting for the

American people and their future,” Christie concluded. “This is all about his ego.” (Huff Post)

07.09.23-Please Joe, no cluster bombs!

07.08.23-LEAVE THESE PEOPLE ALONE-Republican-and Democratic-appointed federal judges

are pushing back against state laws that ban gender-affirming care for minors. Courts are doing

so for the reasons these laws should never have been passed in the first place: They are

unconstitutional and infringe upon the rights of American citizens. The systematic effort to use

the power of government to marginalize transgender people and deny young people health

care services based on ideology and against scientific consensus in states such as Tennessee,

Arkansas, Kentucky, Indiana and Florida has been rebuffed by jurists in the past several weeks.
(USA Today)

07.07.23-PRISONER # 123trump-MSNBC’s Lawrence O’Donnell and his panel of legal experts

went through some of the claims Trump has been making in his defense as he faces a 37-count

indictment in the classified documents scandal. In one clip played by O’Donnell, Trump claimed

that charging him under the Espionage Act is “one of the most outrageous and vicious legal

theories ever put in an American court of law, there’s never been anything like this.” “Has there

ever been anything like this?” O’Donnell asked former acting Solicitor General Neal Katyal “Hell

yeah,” Katyal replied without hesitation, the immediately cited the recent example of Robert

Birchum who was recently sentenced for keeping classified documents at his home. “Notably,

unlike Trump, Mr. Birchum ― who was a highly decorated Air Force officer ― expressed

remorse for what he did, he took full responsibility, and Lawrence, yet, he still got 3 years in

prison just last month.” Katyal also cited several other recent examples of people getting prison

time after being convicted on the same charges that Trump is now facing. Trump, he suggested,

“should just look at the language of the Espionage Act ― it describes him to a T.”



07.06.23-LOSER NEWS-Longtime Fox News analyst Brit Hume is suggesting that Republicans

think twice before supporting Trump in the 2024 GOP presidential primaries. “The case can be

made that he’s a loser because, since he got elected in 2016, he’s compiled a string of them,”

Hume said. “Either he or his supported candidates have lost too many races.” Hume said

Republicans who support Trump are voting for the candidate they feel closest to and not voting

strategically to support that candidate with the best chance of winning.“ That may come back to

haunt the Republican Party in 2024,” he said. “You look at the Democrats and what they think of

the race. They think that Trump is going to win the nomination, and they think Biden will beat

him because he did beat him.”

07.05.23-Hot dog eating contests-A disgusting display of gluttony. People are starving. Give

them the hot dogs.

07.04.23-Happy Birthday to the country that the MAGA FREAKS are trying to destroy.

07.03.23-1984, AGAIN=DeSantis is pandering to an aging Republican base that wants to roll

back the clock to when people like them controlled everything and there were no

uncomfortable reminders of the humanity and worth of Black people, brown people, LGBTQ+

people, disabled people, and white women who for some inexplicable reason refuse to fit the

Casey DeSantis model. It’s telling about the Republican Party that merely calling for the

elimination of four federal agencies is not enough, that DeSantis felt he also had to link that to

his ongoing high-pitched whine about “woke ideology” and the campaign against an education

that allows LGBTQ+ kids and Black kids to see themselves and their histories as legitimate, let

alone valued.

07.02.23-SCUM REPORT-Trump Pressed Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey To Overturn 2020 Election

Results: Trump is also currently under investigation for telling the governor of Georgia to "find"

extra votes for him. Seeing his prospects for a second term rapidly dimming in late 2020, Trump

pressed Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey (R) to procure made-up votes that could tip the scales in his

favor, The Washington Post reported Saturday citing three people familiar with their call. The

now-former president enacted a similar pressure campaign against Georgia Gov. Brian Kemp (R)

with an order to “find” votes, which was recorded and is currently the subject of criminal

investigations. Ducey did not record his call with Trump, the newspaper said. Trump also tried to

use Pence, to coerce Ducey into changing the results of the election, according to the Post,

which noted that Pence called Ducey but did not pressure him.

07.01.23-SCREWED-UP JUSTICE-SCOTUS on Friday greatly expanded the rights of people who

want to discriminate against same-sex couples in a case involving an amateur website designer

who was never even asked to make a website for a same-sex wedding. In 303 Creative v.

Elenis, amateur web designer Lorie Smith asked the court to grant her the right under the First

Amendment to refuse service to gay and lesbian couples due to her Christian religious beliefs.

But Smith’s request was wholly speculative. She had not been hired to make a website for a

https://www.dictionary.com/browse/freak


same-sex couple and, therefore, had never refused such work. In fact, she’s never made a single

wedding website.

06.30.23-THIS MAN IS CLUELESS AND OBLIVIOUS TO THE REAL SITUATION-Mike Pence bizarrely

pointed to his own white family of college graduates while praising the U.S. Supreme Court’s

decision Thursday to end affirmative action across most institutions of higher education. “There

may have been a time 50 years ago when we needed to affirmatively take steps to correct

long-term racial bias in institutions of higher education,” Pence added. “But I can tell you, as the

father of three college graduates, those days are long over.”

06.29.23-SHAMEFUL-The administration of Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis (R) steered $92 million

last year in leftover federal coronavirus stimulus money to a controversial highway interchange

project that directly benefits a top political donor, according to state records.The decision by the

Florida Department of Transportation to use money from the 2021 American Rescue Plan for

the I-95 interchange at Pioneer Trail Road near Daytona Beach fulfilled a years-long effort by

Mori Hosseini, a politically connected housing developer who owns two large tracts of largely

forested land abutting the planned interchange. The funding through the DeSantis

administration, approved shortly after the governor’s reelection, expedited the project by more

than a decade, according to state documents.

06.28.23-NOT A BIG FAN OF CHRISTIE, BUT PLAN TO VOTE FOR HIM IN THE PRIMARY, SO AS TO

CANCEL ONE TRUMP VOTE. ALL DEMOCRATS SHOULD DO THIS. Former New Jersey Gov. Chris

Christie tore into Trump over a report that the former president has been using campaign

contributions to pay his personal legal fees. Trump is “the cheapest SOB I’ve ever met in my

life,” Christie, who is challenging Trump for the 2024 Republican presidential nomination, told

Politico. “What Donald Trump is good at is spending other people’s money.” Christie said Trump

― a billionaire ― should be able to pay his own legal fees, and demanded that he stop sticking

donors with the bills.“ “He is the richest candidate in this race, yet he is using public money to

pay his legal fees. He should be ashamed of himself.”

06.27.23-GOP IS A CULT-Michael Luttig, a retired federal judge, said the GOP may be "beyond

saving itself." Once lauded by the right for his conservative legal opinions, he delivered a

scathing rebuke of the Republican Party for its continued fealty to Trump. He wrote in a New

York Times op-ed that the GOP’s “spineless support” has enabled the former president, despite

his role in the Jan. 6 assault on the U.S. Capitol and his Espionage Act indictment in the

classified documents scandal. “Building the Republican campaign around the newly indicted

front-runner is a colossal political miscalculation, as comedic as it is tragic for the country,”

Luttig wrote, adding that the campaign is essentially one running against the U.S. Constitution.

“If the indictment of Mr. Trump on Espionage Act charges — not to mention his now almost

certain indictment for conspiring to obstruct Congress from certifying Mr. Biden as the president

on Jan. 6 — fails to shake the Republican Party from its moribund political senses, then it is

beyond saving itself,” Luttig declared. “Nor ought it be saved.”



06.26.23-SEND HIM TO A RED STATE TO BE AMONG THE CRAZIES-New York, I hear you are

happy to have anti-vaxer Rodgers, who criticizes scientists, on your football team. One of then

answers: “Disappointed he took a cheap shot vs me this wk. In 2021 during our awful delta

wave we were losing 2,000 Americans/day, >80% among unvaccinated, when vaccines were

90% protective vs death/serious illness, I criticized him for his public antivaccine stance. . . . This

is so unnecessary, I have no bad thoughts for Aaron, I needed to speak out in 2021 to try and

save lives. 200,000 unvaccinated Americans needlessly perished during those delta BA.1 waves

in last half of 2021 early 2022.”

06.25.23-COMING TO ALL OF AMERICA UNLESS.....-Ron DeSantis wields near-dictatorial sway

over his state, which he has used to grant special interests a breathtaking list of favors. He has

helped them evade accountability, steamrolled regulations, funded their pet projects, and

foisted bailouts and tax breaks onto ordinary taxpayers. Often he does so quite openly. One day

after launching his 2024 presidential campaign in a live event on Twitter with its owner, Elon

Musk, he signed a law relieving private space companies like SpaceX, another Musk company,

from liability for accidentally killing its employees.

06.24.23-TODAY'S HEADLINES:

--MUSK LIED ABOUT THIS-New video undercuts claim Twitter censored pro-Trump views before

Jan. 6. In the internal video call from Jan. 5, 2021, workers were told not to take tougher action

against a growing wave of tweets they feared were veiled incitements to violence.

--BONKERS BLACKBURN-Sen. Marsha Blackburn (R-Tenn.) has appeared to suggest that an

announcement about the fate of the missing Titan submersible was somehow planned to

distract from accusations against the president’s son Hunter Biden.

--PRETTY TYPICAL-Fox News analyst Juan Williams dismissed growing claims by GOP lawmakers

that whistleblowers have damning evidence on the Bidens. The allegations amount to “a bunch

of rumors and innuendo and no hard evidence,”

06.23.23-JACKASS JORDAN-Rep. Jim Jordan states: "Remember, if the FBI can do it to a

presidential candidate, they can do it to you too." Rep, Nadler replies: "Absolutely correct, Mr.

Chairman. Anyone in this country who steals classified documents and then lies repeatedly to

the government about returning them will probably get a visit from the FBI."

06.22.23-WASTED TAX-PAYER MONEY-Follow-up to story below: On Wednesday, America was

treated to the incredible spectacle of House Republicans attacking John Durham. The peak

moment of that event may have been when Rep. Matt Gaetz, whose own experience comes

mainly in the form of being the subject of investigations, told the veteran prosecutor that he

didn’t know how to conduct an investigation.

John Durham's investigation found nothing to discredit special counsel Robert Mueller’s



investigation. At no point in his congressional testimony did he take the bait from Republicans

to give credence to Trump’s “Russia hoax” rhetoric. If anything, Durham went out of the way to

praise his predecessor. Durham confirmed that current Attorney General Merrick Garland didn’t

interfere with his investigation or tell him that any potential targets were off-limits. He admitted

that the reason that Obama and Hillary Clinton still walk free, no matter how much Trumpworld

wants them behind bars, is that there’s simply no evidence of wrongdoing. Of the three measly

indictments the report brought forward, two were “slam dunk acquitted,” while the one guilty

plea was for something “unrelated to the origins of the FBI investigation.” Johnson further

noted that the investigation did not reveal any criminal undertakings to perpetrate a hoax in the

hopes of taking down Trump.

06.21.23-TRUMP'S IGNORANT CULT MEMBERS DON'T CARE ABOUT HIS EVIL PERSONALITY OR

DEEDS-THEY HAVE A MESSIAH COMPLEX-Ex-Bush Aide Rips Evangelical Trump Supporters For

'Obvious' Hypocrisy. Peter Wehner said evangelical support for Trump is a "tremendous

indictment" of that religious community. Peter Wehner accused evangelicals of hypocrisy for

their continued support for Donald Trump.“You have in Donald Trump the person who probably

most embodies the antithesis of the Sermon on the Mount, the person of Jesus, and the

teachings of Jesus,” Wehner, a prominent conservative Christian, said on MSNBC on Tuesday.

“And this guy’s a rock star and has been for year after year.”-Wehner, who served in the

administrations of Presidents Ronald Reagan and George H.W. Bush and as a senior aide to

George W. Bush, said evangelicals could have argued in 2016 that they didn’t know who Trump

really was. But not anymore.“And by the time we got to 2020 it was so obvious what he was,”

Wehner said. “And yet they stayed and it’s a tremendous indictment of them” and of the

evangelical movement overall.

06.19.23-THE WORMS ARE TURNING:

--Chris Christie Says Trump Is A ‘Petulant Child’ When Someone Disagrees With Him

--William Barr Labels 'Very Petty' Trump As A 'Defiant' Child In Explosive Remarks

--Staunch Pro-Trump Lawmaker GOP Rep. Mike Turner, chair of the House Intelligence

Committee, admits that Mar-A-Lago documents are of 'grave concern.'

06.18.23-All this anti-woke crap is just hate masquerading as morality!

06.17.23-NO SANITY HANNITY-California Gov. Gavin Newsom refused to bow out in defense of

his home state as he pushed back at Fox News host Sean Hannity who hit the governor with

questions on business in California. Newsom replied we have a 47% increase in business

startups this year compared to last year.” Hannity later argued that businesses were “paying

that high tax bill” in the state before the California governor went after the host’s take. “This is

on its way to becoming the fourth-largest economy in the world. What are you arguing for?

Mississippi’s economic policy?” asked Newsom as he spoke over Hannity’s attempts to interject.

“Literally, that’s what you’re arguing for. The great Sam Brownback’s Kansas policy? It was a

debacle, no economic growth. Seventy one percent of the GDP in America are [in] blue

counties. Seventy one percent of the GDP in America are [in] blue counties. Seventy one



percent of the country’s wealth. Seven of the top-ten dependent states are your states. We’re

subsidizing your states, Sean, because of your policies.”

06.16.23-TIT FOR TAT-MSNBC’s Mehdi Hasan needed just 60 seconds to dismantle one of the

most common lines of defense used by Trump and his supporters.It’s the notion that if Trump

can be indicted and prosecuted, so can anyone else.“If they can come for President Trump, they

can come for you too,” Sen. Marsha Blackburn (R-Tenn.), a Trump loyalist, wrote on Twitter after

the former president was indicted on 37 federal charges in the classified documents scandal.

Some version of that line has been repeated by many others in Trump’s corner.But Hasan made

short work of the argument by listing people the Trump administration sent to prison for the

very same charges the former president now faces. And he did it in a minute: Video

06.15.23-AND HE'S FULL OF IT-Former President Donald Trump’s ex-chief of staff said the

twice-impeached Republican is intimidated by the possibility he may finally face accountability

for his actions. “He’s scared shitless,” John Kelly, the chief of staff from 2017 to 2019, told The

Washington Post on Tuesday.

06.14.23-LIBS OVER MAGAS-YES!-The Wall Street Journal, the newspaper that has the same

overlord as Fox News, wrote Tuesday that if Republicans nominate Donald Trump again, “they

won’t ‘own the libs’ ... The libs will own them.”The editorial sounded the alarm on the impact of

Trump’s possible success in the 2024 presidential race.

06.13.23-ANOTHER MAGA SLEAZEBALL-According to Punchbowl News, the House Ethics

Committee has reopened an inquiry into one of the ringleaders of the House revolt, Rep. Matt

Gaetz of Florida. The Department of Justice previously asked the committee to back off while it

conducted a federal sex trafficking investigation involving underage girls. That investigation

concluded without charges against Gaetz, but now the committee has reportedly opened its

inquiry back up. The committee announced the investigation in April 2021 to look into public

reports that Gaetz “engaged in sexual misconduct and/or illicit drug use, shared inappropriate

images or videos on the House floor, misused state identification records, converted campaign

funds to personal use, and/or accepted a bribe, improper gratuity, or impermissible gift.” Expect

Gaetz to scream that this is leadership’s retribution against him for his role in shutting the

House down.

06.12.23-THAT'S A GOTCHA!-The two indictments filed so far against former President Donald J.

Trump — one brought by the Manhattan district attorney, the other by a Justice Department

special counsel — charge him with very different crimes but have something in common: Both

were based, at least in part, on the words of his own lawyers.

06.11.23-THE ANSWER IS YES! I KNOW SOME OF THEM-Bruce Maiman, Guest Writer for

HUFFPOST asks: Are Americans Really That Dumb? People still wrongly believe that Barack

https://twitter.com/i/status/1669454184716947460
https://twitter.com/i/status/1669454184716947460


Obama is not a U.S. citizen, the Parkland shooting victims were crisis actors, and the 2020

election was rigged.

06.10.23-COMMON SENSE PROPOSAL-SO OF COURSE THE MAGA PEOPLE WILL REJECT IT-Our

ability to make a more perfect union is literally written into the Constitution,” said Governor

Gavin Newsom. “So today, I’m proposing the 28th Amendment to the United States Constitution

to do just that. The 28th Amendment will enshrine in the Constitution common sense gun

safety measures that Democrats, Republicans, Independents, and gun owners overwhelmingly

support – while leaving the 2nd Amendment unchanged and respecting America’s gun-owning

tradition.”The 28th Amendment will permanently enshrine four broadly supported gun safety

principles into the U.S. Constitution:

● Raising the federal minimum age to purchase a firearm from 18 to 21;

● Mandating universal background checks to prevent truly dangerous people from

purchasing a gun that could be used in a crime;

● Instituting a reasonable waiting period for all gun purchases; and

● Barring civilian purchase of assault weapons that serve no other purpose than to kill as

many people as possible in a short amount of time – weapons of war our nation’s

founders never foresaw.

06.09.23-OH GOODY!-Trump has been indicted on 37 felony federal charges related to his

handling of classified documents after he left the White House, according to the unsealed

indictment released on Friday. The charges against Trump include conspiracy to obstruct justice,

willful retention of national defense information and making false statements, according to the

document, filed in federal district court in Miami.

06.08.23-I AM NOT A CHRISTIE FAN BUT HERE HE SPEAKS THE TRUTH-Former New Jersey

governor Chris Christie had news about Trump for attendees of his presidential campaign kickoff

event Tuesday night in New Hampshire. "If you think for one minute, when he says, 'I am your

retribution'—if you think he wants to be your retribution, forget it," Christie told them, referring

to Trump's signature 2024 campaign pledge. "He's going to be retribution for one person and

one person only: himself." Trump, he said, was a "bitter, angry man" who wanted to get back in

the seat of power so he could look out for No. 1.

AND CHRISTIE ALSO SAID THIS:

The grift from this [Trump] family is breathtaking. Jared Kushner and Ivanka Kushner walk out

of the White House and months later get $2 billion from the Saudis. Two billion dollars from the

Saudis. You think it’s because he’s some kind of investing genius? Or do you think it’s because

he was sitting next to the POTUS for 4 years doing favors for the Saudis?That’s your money.

That’s your money he stole, and gave it to his family. You know what that makes us? A banana

republic. That’s what that makes us.

06.07.23-BLATANT LYING (WHAT'S NEW?)-Fox News host Harris Faulkner is getting called out on



Twitter for uttering a “blatant” falsehood about the 1918 Spanish flu pandemic as she criticized

the protective measures imposed during the COVID-19 pandemic.Faulkner, who is getting a

tryout in former host Tucker Carlson’s old prime time slot, claimed schools didn’t close in 1918.

Much like her predecessor, who became infamous for spreading COVID-19 misinformation, she

was wrong. School closures were not only common in 1918, studies have found they were

effective in reducing the excess death rate from the so-called Spanish flu ― and so many people

responded that a “community note” correcting the misinformation was appended.

06.06.23-DISGUSTING-ONLY MONEY MEANS ANYTHING TO THE GOLF INDUSTRY-In what can

only be described as a huge win for the Saudi Arabian monarchy that has so desperately tried to

paper over human rights abuses including the assassination of critics, the PGA Tour, the

European DP World Tour, and Saudi-owned LIV Golf have announced that they will be merging

into a single golf entity. In the short term, that means the flurry of lawsuits between the PGA

and LIV Golf are now moot, but that's nothing compared to the long-term results.

06.05.23-LIAR TRUMP ATTACKS LIAR McENANY-FUN TO WATCH-Conservative CNN

commentator S.E. Cupp on Thursday suggested right-wing criticism of Trump’s attack on his

former White House press secretary Kayleigh McEnany may be “a canary in the coal mine”

moment for the former president. Trump this week accused now-Fox News personality

McEnany of understating his poll numbers against 2024 Republican rival Ron DeSantis and

insulted her as “milktoast. ”The move drew backlash from conservative figures, who dubbed the

comments “insane,” “pathetic” and “unacceptable,” noted Cupp. The pushback suggested the

Republican 2024 front-runner was “no longer above reproach” from people who previously

applauded his petty cruelty, argued Cupp. Attacking McEnany showed “Trump can go too far in

shooting inside the tent,” she added (Couldn't even spell milquetoast correctly)

06.04.23-DON'T BE FOOLED BY THIS GUY-HE IS SOLID RED-Tennessee Gov. Bill Lee’s

administration accused the National Rifle Association of wanting to use involuntary

commitment laws “to round up mentally ill people and deprive them of other liberties,”

according to documents drafted by the Republican’s staffers as part of their initial attempt to

pass a gun control proposal earlier this year.The memos, provided by Lee’s office as part of a

public records request, reveal a rare criticism of the powerful gun lobby made by the Republican

governor. Lee has previously praised the NRA’s efforts to protect the Second Amendment. But

he has since faced opposition from the group as he works to pass gun control legislation in

response to a deadly Nashville school shooting that took place in late March.

AND THIS:

WHO IS SURPRISED?-In a shock resignation, the ACU/CPAC Treasurer says the organization is

riddled with cancer.

06.03.23-THIS IS NOTHING NEW. HORSES DIE ALL OVER THIS COUNTRY DUE TO THE QUEST

FOR WINS BY RICH AND POWERFUL HORSE OWNERS. Churchill Downs Racetrack, home of the



Kentucky Derby, announced Friday that it’s suspending racing at its facilities following the

deaths of a dozen horses.

AND THIS

Tennessee Gov. Bill Lee’s administration accused the National Rifle Association of wanting to

use involuntary commitment laws “to round up mentally ill people and deprive them of other

liberties,” according to documents drafted by the Republican’s staffers as part of their initial

attempt to pass a gun control proposal earlier this year.

06.02.23-LOCK HIM UP!-Former federal prosecutor Andrew Weissmann, who investigated

Trump’s role in Russian interference in the 2016 election, told MSNBC’s Nicolle Wallace it could

be “game over” for Trump.“There is no way that he will not be charged,” said Weissmann. The

audio differentiated Trump’s classified documents case to those of President Joe Biden and

former Vice President Mike Pence. Both also were found to have classified materials in their

possession, but unlike Trump handed them over when asked, said Weissmann. If reports about

the tape are accurate, Weissmann said, “There will be an indictment and it is hard to see how

given all the evidence that we’ve been talking about that there will not be a conviction here. I

mean, this is a tape recording.”

06.01.23-EVIL TWINS THREATS-Former Rep. David Jolly (R-Fla.) on Wednesday jumped

feet-first into the debate over which GOP 2024 presidential candidate is more dangerous for

America: Trump or Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis. Jolly said DeSantis, his home state governor,

poses a much “greater threat.” “Donald Trump is a brutish, transactionalist politician who will

walk into a room, try to crush the Constitution, likely fail and be stopped by the courts,” Jolly

said on MSNBC’s “Deadline: White House.” “It leads to violence. He is a unique danger himself.”

“But in Ron DeSantis, you have somebody who bears the same fragile vanities of Donald Trump,

the paranoia and the executive abuse of Richard Nixon, a view of religion and church and state

like Pat Robertson, and the discreet methodologies of Attorney General Bill Barr,” the former

congressman told anchor Nicolle Wallace.

05.31.23-DUMB AND DUMBER

Nicolle Wallace Literally Laughs Out Loud At Ron DeSantis' (DUMB) bizarre promise. The

MSNBC host has a blunt fact-check for DeSantis who has made taking on “woke” a central part

of his identity and a key to his 2024 presidential aspirations, even using the word seven times in

20 seconds during an event last month. But she wasn’t having his latest attempt to use it as a

talking point. On Tuesday’s “Deadline White House,” she played a clip of DeSantis once again

vowing to end “woke” if elected. “I will be able to destroy leftism in this country and leave woke

ideology on the dustbin of history,” DeSantis said on Fox News. After the clip, Wallace let out a

loud laugh.Then she got serious.“ A woke mob did not storm the U.S. Capitol. A woke mob did

not shoot up Uvalde. A woke mob does not represent the threat that domestic violent

extremism does, but OK, Ron, you go get the woke mob,” she said,

AND THIS;

Trump (DUMBER) vowed in a campaign video released Tuesday to end birthright citizenship on



“Day One” of his presidency if he wins the 2024 election.The former president claimed the

constitutional guarantee of U.S. citizenship for anyone born on U.S. soil, regardless of their

parents’ immigration status, was “not working” in a lengthy, dog whistle-filled screed in which

he fearmongered about criminals and people with mental health issues invading the country.

Trump, the current GOP front-runner, vowed to nullify the clause of the 14th Amendment via a

simple executive order, even though the actual process required to make an amendment is

“quite onerous,” per the White House,” and much more complicated.

04.28.23-MCDANIEL IS A DEEP FAKE-The Republican National Committee released an anti-Biden

advertisement that featured … computer-generated (i.e. fake) images of a future apocalyptic

world run amok, thanks to Joe Biden. They really did that. The choice by the brainiacs at the

RNC to concoct something entirely out of thin air is not surprising. It lines up perfectly with the

decades-long trajectory of a political party hellbent on minority rule and authoritarianism. On

Wednesday, RNC chair Ronna McDaniel took time away from trying to scare parents about

“rainbow fentanyl” Halloween candy to go on Fox News and talk about the completely fake

attack ad Republicans unveiled the day before. McDaniel explained to the Fox News audience

that not only did they not see what they just saw, she was going to tell them what they

saw—and they were going to say they saw it. “So first of all it is A.I.-generated. So we’re sharing

that up front, ethically, so it’s not a deepfake*. Every single image was A.I., but we are painting a

picture of a future Biden America.”

04.26.23-CARLSON'S LEGACY-Some call it conservative populism, or national conservatism,

while critics say it’s akin to white nationalism. It’s an ideology that panders to many Americans’

bigoted and xenophobic impulses, their resentments and their grievances. It welcomes in voices

denounced by others as racist, and delights in mocking “woke” liberals. It promotes conspiracy

theories. It admires foreign leaders denounced by others as authoritarians. It denounces

“elites,” the traditional establishments of both parties, and the long-held commitments of US

foreign policy.

04.24.23-MAYBE THERE IS A GOD, AFTER ALL-Tucker Carlson is no longer a Fox News host.

04.23.23- MAGA WANTS TO CONTROL HOW VOTING IS PERFORMED-As Neil Vigdor wrote for

The New York Times in late March, Republicans nationwide are pushing for laws that are likely

to restrict the student vote if and when they're enacted, all while taking measures to suppress

other voter groups that often favor Democrats — like Black and Indigenous voters.

04.20.23-NATIONAL DISGRACE-Don't knock on the wrong door, or let your ball roll into

someone's yard, or our gun crazy culture will get you killed.

04.19.23-PLEASE, PLEASE UNSEAT THIS WITCH-Far-right Rep. Lauren Boebert (R-Colo.) raised $1

million less than her 2024 Democratic challenger Adam Frisch in the first three months of 2023,

according to filings with the Federal Election Commission. Boebert, the Trump-loving firebrand,

only narrowly beat former Aspen councilmember Frisch in the 2022 midterms following a



recount. She took victory with just 50.06% of the vote. Frisch raised $1.7 million from mainly

small donors, and money flowed into his campaign from across the country, reported the

Colorado Sun. Boebert, who has caused controversy with a string of stunts, including heckling

President Joe Biden during his State of the Union speech, raised $667,000, per the Denver Post.

04.17.23-GET READY FOR THE STORM TROOPERS-Former Labor Secretary Robert Reich warned

of the Trump-inspired GOP’s progression “toward becoming the American fascist party” to

maintain power in a new essay for The Guardian.Reich, who served as labor secretary in

President Bill Clinton’s administration, contrasted the Democratic Party as “still largely

committed to democracy” to the GOP as “careening at high velocity toward authoritarianism.

OK, fascism.” 

04.15.23-THEY DON'T REALLY CARE-After 100 days in office, House Republicans as a party are

so disconnected from reality that their governance is entirely useless in the eyes of most

Americans. New polling from Navigator Research shows that the priorities of House Republicans

are completely out of sync with voters, leading to a brutal assessment of their performance. In

terms of overall job approval, House Republicans are 24 points underwater, 35% approve and

59% disapprove. But even more importantly, among independents, House Republicans are 48

points underwater—10 points worse than earlier this year when Republicans first assumed

control of the lower chamber. Now, just 18% of independents approve of how they are handling

their jobs, while 66% disapprove. In fact, among 17 specific issues tested, congressional

Republicans weren't above water with independents on a single one of them. Independents

were most dissatisfied with Republicans on abortion (-33), Social Security and Medicare (-31),

corruption in government (-28), inflation (-27), and climate change/environment (-26). Bottom

line: Republicans are truly living in a different world than roughly two-thirds of the electorate.

04.13.23-THE ONLY ONE CRYING WAS LYING TRUMP-Trump made some of his patented claims

at the beginning of an interview with Tucker Carlson. One of those claims described his

experience when he was booked for dozens of federal charges against him in New York City.

Trump claimed that basically everybody booking him was apologizing and crying; in fact, “tears

were pouring down their eyes.” Not only is this an unbelievable story (and also a strange way to

describe crying), but Yahoo! News has a source that says this story is “absolute BS.”

04.12.23-SLIMY SYNCOPHANT-Tucker Carlson called Trump a “demonic force,” admitted that he

hated him “passionately” and said he couldn’t wait for the day when he could ignore the former

president in private text messages. Now, the Fox News host is singing a very different tune with

a softball Trump interview in which he hailed the former president as “moderate, sensible and

wise.” Carlson’s critics on Twitter were quick to remind him of what he said in private messages

released as part of the Dominion lawsuit against the right-wing network — and taunt him for

such a brazen turnaround: "a demonic force, a destroyer." "He could easily destroy us if we play

it wrong." "We are very, very close to being able to ignore Trump most nights. I truly can’t wait."

"I hate him passionately."



04.10.23-JACKASS JORDAN-Glenn Kirschner, a former U.S. Army prosecutor and legal analyst for

MSNBC, said House Judiciary Committee Chair Jim Jordan (R-Ohio) broke a New York law

forbidding “obstructing governmental administration” with his attempt to probe Manhattan

District Attorney Alvin Bragg’s indictment of Trump. Kirschner slammed Jordan’s efforts in a

recent episode of his “Justice Matters” podcast and referred to him as a “man who intentionally

violated a congressional subpoena” who has started issuing congressional subpoenas. Jordan, a

fierce defender of Trump, defied a House Jan. 6 committee subpoena to testify about the

insurrection and was referred to the Justice Department for prosecution. “Boy, does that make a

mockery of the Judiciary Committee and of Congress and of the rule of law,” Kirschner said.

04.08.23-FOX IN THE HENHOUSE-Robert F. Kennedy Jr.—one of the most prominent

anti-vaxxers in the world and Nazi cavorter, who's been condemned by several members of his

own family—declared this week that he will challenge President Biden for the Democratic

presidential nomination in 2024. If that wasn’t hilariously pathetic enough, here's the kicker:

Kennedy was recruited into the race by Steve Bannon, one of the masterminds of the Trump

2016 campaign, to be a "useful chaos agent." RFK Jr. rocketed from the fringes into the

mainstream with the rise of anti-vaxx hysteria during the pandemic and has been derided as a

"quack" and "healthcare menace." from Daily Kos.

04.06.23-OF COURSE HE DID-Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas accepted luxury trips

around the globe for more than two decades, including travel on a superyacht and private jet,

from a prominent Republican donor without disclosing them, according to a new

report.ProPublica reported Thursday on an array of trips funded by Harlan Crow, a Dallas

businessman. The publication said Thomas typically spends about a week every summer at

Crow’s private resort in the Adirondacks. It said the justice also has vacationed at Crow’s ranch

in East Texas and has joined Crow at the Bohemian Grove, an exclusive all-male retreat in

California.

04.04.23-FOX TRASH-Jeanine Pirro's own Fox News producer called her a 'reckless maniac'

about Trump's Big election Lie. Pirro has been able to stay on air even though her number one

attribute is being a screaming bore and she’s proven to be morally bankrupt.The Dominion

Voting Systems lawsuit against Fox News has exposed the septic tank of personalities that

makes up the behind-the-scenes world at the conservative propaganda giant. And while reports

of how people like Pirro went on air and knowingly pushed unverified conspiracy theories and in

many cases made claims they knew full well not to be true, the details of the conversations

going on behind the camera have only recently begun flooding out.

04.02.23-TRUMP STILL OWNS THIS PHONY-In the midst of the frenzy over the news of Trump's

indictment, one politician made especially dangerous remarks that would threaten the
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foundations of American justice, and it wasn't Trump. Ron DeSantis, in a tweet, suggested that

he would ignore the extradition law

and his duties as governor in order to help keep Trump from being accountable to the law, a

proposition more dangerous than any indictment.

03.31.23-OUR VERY OWN TRAITOR-Trump isn’t shy about which world leaders he got along

with best ― and it’s not always America’s allies. He famously sided with Putin when questioned

about U.S. intelligence that found Russia interfered on his behalf in the 2016 election, and he

got along so well with North Korean dictator Kim that he once said they “fell in love.”At the

same time, he didn’t always get along with America’s allies. To the contrary, Trump engaged in a

series of petty feuds with the leaders of friendly nations, such as Canadian Prime Minister Justin

Trudeau, whom he called a “far left lunatic,” and French President Emmanuel Macron, whom he

accused of being “very insulting.” He also reportedly called then-British Prime Minister Theresa

May “a fool” and then-German Chancellor Angela Merkel “stupid” in calls with each of them.

03.29.23-WITH A CAPITAL 'C'-California Gov. Gavin Newsom (D) went after House Speaker Kevin

McCarthy (R-Calif.) after McCarthy was caught on camera refusing to answer questions about

the mass shooting at a school in Nashville, Tennessee. On Tuesday, CNN’s chief congressional

correspondent Manu Raju tweeted a video of National Rifle Association-endorsed McCarthy

walking away from reporters asking if there’d be a legislative response to the deadly violence at

The Covenant School. Three 9-year-old students and three adults were shot to death by a

former student at the Christian school. The shooter was killed by police. “Says he’s not

answering any questions,” Raju wrote about McCarthy. “Posed for photos with tourists, then

went into his office.” Newsom shared the video on his own Twitter account. The governor

captioned it with a single word: “Coward.”

03.28.23-BEYOND COWARDICE-Rep. Maxwell Frost (D-Fla.), Generation Z’s first congressman,

slammed GOP House members as “cowards” in a blistering floor speech following the school

shooting in Nashville, Tennessee, that left three children and three adults dead.“I rise today

because I am furious, angry that three kids died today in Nashville, Tennessee,” Frost began.

“Angry that hundreds of parents had to cry their eyes out today not knowing if their child would

come home from school, and angry that we have to live day after day when we turn on the

news and see rampant gun violence claiming life after life.”Frost blamed Republican lawmakers

“bought and paid for by the NRA, that put profits over people, over human lives.”

03.27.23-THIS BRUTE IS DESPERATE AND NEEDS TO BE CONTAINED, JUST LIKE A MAD DOG-Rep.

Zoe Lofgren (D-Calif.) said Sunday that Trump’s current rhetoric has at times been even more

“overt and blatant” than it was in the lead-up to the Jan. 6, 2021, insurrection. “The rhetoric

that he’s using today is not dissimilar to the type of rhetoric he used prior to Jan. 6,” said

Lofgren, according to a clip recorded by Mediaite. “In fact, in some ways, it’s more overt and

blatant than the events leading up to Jan. 6.” Lofgren cited a social media post last week in

which Trump targeted Manhattan District Attorney Alvin Bragg, who is reported to be pursuing



charges against the former president over his role in a 2016 hush money payment to porn actor

Stormy Daniels.Among a stream of menacing comments about Bragg ― including one in which

he suggested a potential indictment would result in “death & destruction.”

03.26.23-ANOTHER FASCIST MOVE IN A FASCIST STATE RUN BY A FASCIST AUTOCRAT-BE

SCARED! A U.S. government class at Eastern Florida State College was cancelled after a student

felt "discomfort" over a discussion of civil rights, seen as an indication of the successful

terrorizing of the Florida academic system by Ron DeSantis even with his "Stop WOKE Act" yet

to be implemented.

03.23.23-TAKE THAT, YOU DOGMATIC RELIGIOUS NUTS- A Utah school district is considering

banning students from reading the Bible after a complaint was made about the holy book

containing 'inappropriate and pornographic' content

03.22.23- Tucker Carlson on Wednesday launched an attack on TV hosts who tell “lies” in order

to “keep their stupid TV jobs.” And critics say it sounds a lot like the right-wing channel’s star

could be talking about himself. Carlson, who has admitted to lying, attacked a new United

Nations report on climate change that finds the world is rapidly approaching a dangerous

temperature threshold. “You take a collection of dumb, desperate people in middle age hoping

to keep on to their stupid TV jobs, you add scripts and some hairspray, and they repeat the lies

for you,” he said.

03.21.23-PRICELESS!-Jimmy Kimmel fired back at Trump after the former president urged

supporters to protest amid reports he’ll be arrested as soon as this week for paying hush money

to porn actor Stormy Daniels.“Protest, take our nation back,” Trump wrote in an all-caps rant on

his flailing Truth Social platform. “We already did take it back ― from you!” Kimmel said. “Now

go away.”

03.20.23-BECAUSE OF ACTIONS BY CRAZED RIGHT-WING FRINGE CHRISTIAN

FUNDAMENTALISTS- “The newly-released 2022 supplement to the PRRI Census of American

Religion — based on over 40,000 interviews conducted last year — confirms that the decline of

white Christians (Americans who identify as white, non-Hispanic and Christian of any kind) as a

proportion of the population continues unabated,” writes Robert P. Jones, president of the

Public Religion Research Institute. “As recently as 2008, when our first Black president was

elected, the U.S. was a majority (54%) white Christian country.” By 2014 the number had

dropped to 47 percent, and in 2022 it stood at 42 percent.

03.19.23-RAISE YOUR HANDS IF YOU ARE SURPRISED-Trump’s White House has failed to report

more than 100 gifts from foreign nations worth more than a quarter-million dollars, and federal

officials have been unable to find a life-size painting of Trump given by the president of El

Salvador as well as golf clubs from the prime minister of Japan, according to a report Friday

from House Democrats. Among the unreported items are 16 gifts from Saudi Arabia worth more

than $45,000 in all, including a dagger valued at up to $24,000, and 17 presents from India that



include expensive cufflinks, a vase and a $4,600 model of the Taj Mahal. Gifts above several

hundred dollars that foreign officials give to the president, vice president and their families are

required to be reported to the State Department. Rep. Jamie Raskin said that the committee

would “remain committed to following the facts to determine the extent to which former

President Trump broke the law or violated the Constitution when he failed to report gifts and

took possession of valuable items without paying the fair market price for them.”

 03.18.23-LIARS HIDE FACTS-The “Project 2020” report conducted by the Berkeley Research

Group has now been obtained by prosecutors investigating the Jan. 6, 2021, attack on the U.S.

Capitol. A copy was reviewed by The Washington Post, and it shows that Trump’s own campaign

paid more than $600,000 for research that undercut many of his most explosive claims. The

research was never made public. Despite Trump’s claims of rampant election fraud, most

election officials around the country have maintained that such malfeasance is exceedingly rare.

In the aftermath of the 2020 election, officials brought only a handful of fraud prosecutions.

Even the conservative Heritage Foundation has found fewer than 1,500 instances of “proven

voter fraud” — over a 40-year time frame.

03.17.23-HOW MANY DIED BELIEVING THIS FALSEHOOD?-Fox Business host Maria Bartiromo

told Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.) Thursday that ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine were effective

against COVID-19 ― echoing falsehoods that persisted at the peak of the pandemic. Both

conservative-backed drugs sparked controversy as the global health crisis raged and both were

deemed ineffective treatments for the virus by several prominent studies. But Bartiromo

brought up as if “in a time warp,” one critic on Twitter wrote.“There were also all these lies

about the emergency authorization,” Bartiromo said. “They needed the emergency

authorization to get the vaccines down everybody’s throats, but in order to do that, they had to

prove there was nothing else on the market that could actually treat COVID. We all know

ivermectin, hydroxychloroquine were effective, weren’t they?”

03.16.23-SIGNS OF A MADMAN-Trump tried to argue that DeSantis would've lost in 2018 were

it not for Trump’s post-election intervention.“[A]fter the Race, when votes were being stolen by

the corrupt Election process in Broward County, and Ron was going down ten thousand votes a

day, along with now-Senator Rick Scott, I sent in the FBI and the U.S. Attorneys, and the ballot

theft immediately ended, just prior to them running out of the votes necessary to win,” he

claimed by way of his social media platform. "I stopped his Election from being stolen."In other

words, according to Trump, he learned of a secret scheme being hatched by corrupt election

officials he failed to identify, which led him to secretly deploy FBI agents and federal prosecutors

to the Sunshine State, at which point the secret plot was secretly thwarted without anyone

noticing.This was a story he wanted the public to believe and take seriously. There was no

indication that Trump was kidding.

03.15.23-WHAT A BUNCH OF CRAP-Conservative commentator Bethany Mandel co-authored a

whole book on the “current woke indoctrination” supposedly going on around the country. But



when asked to define the term at the very center of it, she flopped.Mandel struggled for half a

minute to come up with an answer to what “woke” means during an appearance Tuesday on

“Rising,” a web series produced by The Hill. In the end, the author of “Stolen Youth: How

Radicals Are Erasing Innocence and Indoctrinating a Generation” — released earlier this month

— offered that “woke is something that’s very hard to define,” and said it had to do with

reorganizing society “to create hierarchies of oppression.”“It’s hard to explain in a 15-second

sound bite,” she said with an apology.

03.14.23-PENCE THE PUTZ-Chasten Buttigieg, the husband of Transportation Secretary Pete

Buttigieg, has responded after Pence mocked his husband’s paternity leave. “An honest

question for you,” Chasten Buttigieg tweeted, tagging Pence, “after your attempted joke this

weekend. If your grandchild was born prematurely and placed on a ventilator at two months old

― their tiny fingers wrapped around yours as the monitors beep in the background ― where

would you be?

03.10.23-LET'S FACE FACTS-The Tucker Carlson audience is made of people too gullible to even

make it in your average doomsday cult. They'll believe whatever Carlson tells them. He's a white

nationalism-boosting pro-sedition hoax promoter. Lying is what he does. Spreading lies and

propaganda is why Fox News puts him on the air. He is looking more like Joseph Goebbels in a

bow tie every freakin’ day. Carlson is still, by the way, painting Donald Trump's election loss as

illegitimate. Even now, even after all the violence, and long after all the hoaxes were disproved

as crooked lies. He is a man entirely without shame.

03.09.23-CORPORATE CRAP-After 16 months, three confirmation hearings, more than 1 million

letters in support, and a dishonest multi-million dollar smear campaign financed by Comcast,

Gigi Sohn, President Biden’s nominee to the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), has

withdrawn her name from consideration. Sohn, who helped draft landmark net neutrality rules

in 2015, may have been the most qualified nominee in FCC history. This is a huge loss for

American consumers and a massive win for Comcast, Verizon, AT&T and the detractors they

funded to sink her nomination. Most importantly, the fifth and final commissioner's seat on the

FCC remains vacant, continuing more than two years of partisan deadlock. Comcast, Verizon,

AT&T think they have the right to choose their own regulators. Wealthy phone, cable and

broadcast corporations have enjoyed a sweetheart deal since the Trump years and do not want

to be held accountable by a pro-consumer watchdog.

But just as it was a mistake to allow railroad barons to dictate their own rules, it is a mistake to

allow Big Telecom to keep the FCC in stalemate. A hamstrung FCC comes at a real cost to

communities who need equal access and fair service.

03.08.23-R.I.P. FOX News. That is, if there is any justice.

03.06.23-Nikki Haley Spins Heads. The 2024 GOP presidential candidate's comments at the

CPAC were slammed as "unspeakable" and "absurd." Haley raised eyebrows with an attack on

“wokeness” during a speech. “Wokeness is a virus more dangerous than any pandemic, hands



down,” declared Haley.

Critics on Twitter scratched their heads over the claim.They quickly reminded Haley that

COVID-19 has so far killed more than 1.1 million people in the U.S. alone.

03.05.23-AMERICAN FASCISTS-Thousands of conservatives, including prominent Republican

lawmakers and presidential hopefuls, flocked to a suburban Washington, D.C., convention

center this week to discuss children’s genitals. They were there to call for criminalizing the act of

doctors and parents providing minors with gender-affirming care. Sebastian Gorka, an alleged

member of a Nazi-collaborating political order in Hungary who served as an advisor to Trump

warned the crowd that Democrats are “mutilating boys and girls” and “sacrificing them on the

altar of their transgender insanity.”A short time later, Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene (R-Ga.) — a

featured speaker at a white supremacist conference last year, where her fellow speakers praised

Adolf Hitler and cheered on Russia’s invasion of Ukraine — took to the stage to make a big

announcement. "I’m going to be re-introducing my bill… that will make it a felony to perform

anything to do with gender!”

03.04.23-JIM THE JERK-It was last August when Rep. Jim Jordan first referenced a group of FBI

insiders, whom he referred to as “whistleblowers.” As he put it at the time, these unidentified

individuals had privately shared provocative information with him about the politicization of the

bureau, fueling GOP conspiracy theories. Almost immediately, the far-right congressman’s story

was, in a rather literal sense, unbelievable. The first three witnesses to testify privately before

the new Republican-led House committee investigating the “weaponization” of the federal

government have offered little firsthand knowledge of any wrongdoing or violation of the law,

according to Democrats on the panel. Instead, the trio appears to be a group of aggrieved

former F.B.I. officials who have trafficked in right-wing conspiracy theories, including about the

Jan. 6, 2021, attack at the Capitol, and received financial support from a top ally of Trump.

03.03.23-WHAT A CROCK!-Laura Ingraham took a revisionist look back at Trump’s presidency on

Thursday, saying he “was in the Oval Office pretty much all day.” The Fox News host had just

called President Joe Biden an elected “hologram” who outsources pivotal decisions to

“bureaucrats, technocrats or Obama holdovers.” Now contrast Biden with Trump,” she said.

“The staff brought proposals to him. He considered them. He brought in opposing points of

view. He was in the Oval Office pretty much all day.”The last claim about Trump’s work ethic

caught the attention of Twitter users, many of whom remembered No. 45′s frequent golfing
getaways. He played at least 289 times while president. He often hit the links at his own resorts,

enabling him to profit from his putting. His hobby cost taxpayers more than $151.5 million in

travel and security costs, according to HuffPost’s calculations.Trump also admitted spending

time watching copious amounts of Fox News, and tweeted more than 100 times a day on

occasion — not quite a nose-to-the-grindstone record.



03.01.23-LIAR'S CLUB-Right-wing media outlets are starting to come apart at the scenes. Just

take a look at what's been happening:

● Fox News pundits and executives were shown in court documents to have known they

were lying to their audience about the 2020 election results to protect their ratings and

bottom line.

● Alex Jones, the hate-filled right-wing founder of InfoWars, admitted in court that he

repeatedly lied to his listeners that the Sandy Hook mass shooting was nothing more

than a hoax.

● Project Veritas, a conservative media organization founded by James O'Keefe over a

decade ago has faced numerous legal battles because of their long history of distorting

facts. Their own lawyer, in court, described their work as "“deception, deceit, dishonesty

and, indeed, lies…"

02.27.23-KEEP IT UP JIMMY-Trump was reportedly so livid over Jimmy Kimmel’s TV jokes that

he ordered White House officials to get the late night host muzzled. Rolling Stone reported on

Sunday that there were at least two phone calls to a top Disney executive to demand action

against Kimmel in 2018. Disney is the parent company of ABC, which airs “Jimmy Kimmel Live.”

One unnamed former senior Trump administration official told the magazine that Trump felt

Kimmel was being “very dishonest and doing things that [Trump] would have once sued over.”

Another unnamed former official told Rolling Stone: “Nobody thought it was going to change

anything but DJT was focused on it so we had to do something…It was doing something,

mostly, to say to [Trump], ‘Hey, we did this.’” Kimmel said last year that ABC officials at one

point asked him to ease off Trump, but he refused. “I just said, ‘Listen, if that’s what you want to

do, I understand and I don’t begrudge you for it, but I’m not going to do that,’” he told the

“Naked Lunch” podcast. It’s not clear if that conversation came as a result of the White House

pressure campaign on Disney. ABC left Kimmel alone, and he continues to mock the former

president to this day.

02.26.23-RIDICULE DESERVED-Colin Jost of SNL: “Donald Trump visited East Palestine, the site

of the recent train derailment, because Trump usually tries to make himself look better by

standing next to a train wreck,” quipped Jost as a photo of Giuliani appeared by his side. “The

train that derailed was carrying highly toxic vinyl chloride, which I think is something Trump

recommended as a cure for COVID.” He then clowned the former president for distributing his

water to residents and noted the Trump administration’s rollback of rail safety regulations.

02.23.23-WE MADE THIS MISTAKE WITH TRUMP-Peter Wehner, a former senior aide to

President George W. Bush, warned in a new essay that it’s “unwise” to write off far-right Rep.

Marjorie Taylor Greene (R-Ga.) as “an outcast, a fringe figure, deranged but isolated.” Greene is

now “a confidante” of House Speaker Kevin McCarthy (R-Calif.) And the extremist Republican’s

call this week for a “national divorce” is “giving voice to a widespread and growing sentiment”

in the GOP, he added. Far-right Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene has called for a "national divorce."

https://www.huffpost.com/impact/topic/disney


One element of her proposal would see Democrats banned from voting for five years if they

moved to a red state. “MAGA Republicans like Marjorie Taylor Greene have added calls for

secession to their corrosive lies about the 2020 presidential election,” Wehner wrote. “More

incendiary and treacherous claims will follow.” “Greene and McCarthy — one crazed, the other

cowardly — embody a large swath of the modern-day GOP,” Wehner concluded. “Any party that

makes room for seditionists and secessionists is sick and dangerous.”

02.22.23-HOW MANY REPUBLICAN LIARS ARE THERE?-Nearly a year after the 2020 election,

Arizona’s then-attorney general Mark Brnovich launched an investigation into voting in the

state’s largest county that quickly consumed more than 10,000 hours of his staff’s time.

Investigators prepared a report in March 2022 stating that virtually all claims of error and

malfeasance were unfounded, according to internal documents reviewed by The Washington

Post. Brnovich, a Republican, kept it private. In April, the attorney general — who was running in

the GOP primary for a U.S. Senate seat -- released an “Interim Report” claiming that his office

had discovered “serious vulnerabilities.” He left out edits from his own investigators refuting his

assertions.

-ONE DEMON TO ANOTHER-Fox News host Tucker Carlson called Trump “a demonic force” and

“a destroyer” in a text to his producer after thousands of Trump supporters stormed the U.S.

Capitol on Jan. 6, 2021.

02.19.23-PENCE, JUST LIKE TRUMP, THINKS HE IS ABOVE THE LAW-Conservative lawyer Andrew

McCarthy, called “frivolous” Pence’s reported plan to invoke the Constitution’s “speech or

debate” clause, which shields members of Congress from being “questioned in any other Place”

for “any Speech or Debate in either House.” Noticeably absent from that clause are vice

presidents, the thing Pence was on Jan. 6. But Pence argues that, given his technical role in

presiding over the Senate, he should therefore be afforded those same protections. It was

noteworthy that a conservative lawyer spoke out against a Republican politician’s legal gambit,

what really drew attention to McCarthy’s article was the man who tweeted it out: J. Michael

Luttig, the stalwart conservative and former federal judge who advised Pence ahead of Jan. 6

that he couldn’t overturn the 2020 election, despite Donald Trump's claims otherwise.

02.18.23-FOX VIEWERS-WAKE UP!-YOU ARE BEING LIED TO-A brief filed by Dominion Voting

Systems as part of its $1.6 billion defamation suit against Fox News provides the clearest picture

ever of the right-wing network’s operations — and the portrait that emerges is not flattering.

Wielding internal emails and text messages obtained through discovery, as well as numerous

depositions with Fox’s on-air talent and brass, Dominion’s lawyers reveal that the network was

feeding viewers information about fraud in the 2020 election that its executives, hosts and

producers knew to be false. Out of fear that Fox News’s audience was leaving for its

competitors, the brief alleges, the network chose to buttress President Donald Trump’s lie that

the election had been stolen from him, helping to set the stage for the Jan. 6 insurrection.



02.16.23-THE BIBLE THUMPERS ARE COMING FOR YOU-Florida laws in place or being

considered restrict classroom topics to the book banner’s white, straight, Christian conservative

mindset, as Daily Kos’ Laura Clawson aptly put it.

02.15.23-MERCHANT OF DEATH!-As Trump's second re-election bid begins to pick up

steamplans have begun to emerge. Rolling Stone alleges Trump has begun polling his advisers

on whether he should bring back firing squads, hangings, and even the guillotine should he win

in 2024. According to two sources, the former president has even begun exploring the

possibility of group executions, with a third person claiming Trump has expressed interest in a

government ad campaign to highlight the administration's lethality and, per Rolling Stone's

source, "help put the fear of God into violent criminals." A Trump campaign spokesperson

denied the former president had plans for an execution ad campaign in a statement to Rolling

Stone. As Rolling Stone had previously reported, Trump had ended his first term by executing

more than four times as many convicted persons in his final six months in office as the federal

government had killed in total over the prior half-century. He also signed an executive order in

those last weeks in office that expanded the federal government's ability to conduct hangings

and firing squads as methods of execution. And during his campaign launch in November,

Trump made a special point to highlight a call to execute "everyone who sells drugs [or] gets

caught selling drugs" if given a second term. Oliver Willis, called it the "kind of fascist s--t

Republican primary voters love."

02.14.23-ANOTHER REPUBLICAN HYPOCRITE-Nikki Haley announced Tuesday that she is

running for president. Haley has shifted her posture toward Trump over the years. She criticized

him when he first ran in 2016, before joining his administration the next year and later vowing

not to run against him in 2024. In recent months, she has disavowed the pledge as she moved

toward a planned announcement speech here in Charleston on Wednesday.

02.13.23-LOONEY TUNES, BUT SCARY!-This week the House Oversight Committee has held a

number of hearings related to what Republicans hold as the most important issue confronting

America—Twitter’s suppression of Hunter Biden’s dick pics. These hearings have featured some

absolutely spotlight moments from Republican lawmakers, including:

● Marjorie Taylor Greene accusing an innocent man of promoting pedophilia and declaring

how happy she is about people losing their jobs;

● Republicans speculating that Iran had seized control of the Capitol’s electrical system

when the lights went out during the hearing;

● Jim Jordan accusing Twitter of “shadow banning” people who were actually full-on

banned for repeatedly violating Twitter’s rules of operation;

● Clay Higgins telling Twitter employees they were going to be arrested for “interfering

with the United States of America 2020 presidential election”;

● Every Republican on the committee accusing Twitter employees of working with the FBI

to suppress information about Hunter Biden, with absolutely no evidence; and



● Nancy Mace ecstatically declaring, “Thank God for Elon Musk!” followed by Greene also

declaring, “Thank God Elon Musk bought Twitter,” followed by Pete Sessions shouting,

“God bless Elon Musk!”

And there’s a very good reason for that last bullet point. Republicans are so, so thankful to

Musk. Not just because he’s thrown the rules out the window and made Twitter a welcoming

place for white supremacy, antisemitism, and calls to violence. But because he’s feeding these

conspiracies to them, one goopy spoonful at a time.

02.12.23-WHY DO PEOPLE STILL BELIEVE THIS LIE? Josh Dawsey of the Washington Post

reported that Trump’s campaign hired a consulting firm to try to prove that the election had

been stolen. The Berkeley Research Group examined the election results in six swing states but

could not find anything that would have changed the outcome. “They looked at everything,” a

source told Dawsey: “change of addresses, illegal immigrants, ballot harvesting, people voting

twice, machines being tampered with, ballots that were sent to vacant addresses that were

returned and voted…. Literally anything you could think of. Voter turnout anomalies, date of

birth anomalies, whether dead people voted. If there was anything under the sun that could be

thought of, they looked at it.” The consultants briefed Trump, chief of staff Mark Meadows, and

others on their evidence that Biden’s election was legitimate in December 2020—before the

events of January 6—but the Trump camp continued to insist the election had been stolen.

02.11.23-JUST ANOTHER REPUBLICAN GIANT HYPOCRITE-As Gov. Ron DeSantis prepared for an

election night party in downtown Tampa last year, city officials received a surprising — and

politically sensitive — request.The Republican governor’s campaign wanted weapons banned

from his victory celebration at the city-run Tampa Convention Center, a city official said in emails

obtained by The Washington Post. And the campaign suggested that the city take responsibility

for the firearms ban, the official said — not the governor, who has been a vocal supporter of

gun rights.“ DeSantis/his campaign will not tell their attendees they are not permitted to carry

because of the political optics,” Chase Finch, the convention center’s safety and security

manager said which was conveyed by the Florida Department of Law Enforcement (FDLE), a

state police agency led by a DeSantis appointee. Finch further explained that because of

“Republicans largely being in support of 2A,” referring to the Second Amendment, “Basically it

sounds like they want us to say it’s our policy to disallow firearms within the event space if

anyone asks.”

 02.10.23-DUMBER THAN MTG-Rep. Lauren Boebert (R-Colo.) was torn apart on Twitter after

she seemed to forget that detail in a tweet about President Joe Biden’s State of the Union

address on Tuesday. “Hey Joe, YOU CLOSED THEM!” she tweeted, citing a line from Biden’s

speech in which he said: “In the midst of the COVID crisis, when schools were closed and we

were shutting down everything, let’s recognize how far we came in the fight against the

pandemic itself.” A note appeared below the tweet, pointing out that readers had “added

context they thought people might want to know.” It included links to two articles: One about



the shutdown of K-12 schools in the spring of 2020, when Donald Trump was president, and a

second noting that Trump said decisions about school closures would be up to the governors of

each state. (Joe Biden wasn’t President back then.)

02.09.23-BIDEN'S TRUTH-“When I raised the plans of some of their members in the Republican

caucus to cut Social Security … Marjorie Taylor Greene and others stood up and said: ‘Liar, liar,’”

Biden said. “Well, guess what? … I [will] remind you that Rick Scott from Florida, the guy who

ran a U.S. Senate campaign, has a plan. I got his brochure right here!”Biden was referring to

Scott’s plan that would require all legislation — including that relating to entitlement programs

such as Social Security and Medicare — to be “sunset,” which would require votes every five

years to continue them. Republican Ron Johnson, also has expressed support for targeting the

two programs in a budget-cutting move.Johnson suggested last August that Social Security and

Medicare be eliminated as federal entitlement programs, saying the programs should instead

become programs approved by Congress annually as discretionary spending.

02.08.23-A WIN FOR BIDEN-About last night's SOTU speech, Former GOP Chair Michael Steele

was blunt. His critique of the Biden speech was on point. “Republicans for a long time have

been talking about owning the libs,” Michael Steele said. “They got owned tonight by Joe Biden.

He stood his ground. He laid out his agenda. He was very clear. He took the hecklers, and he

made America see what he's been trying to convey in a way that they probably had not seen or

heard before.” Steele then pointed out the repercussions of the speech. “And I thought for him;

it was a very good night,” Steele continued. “I was watching and reading conservatives, and

certainly MAGA folks on my Twitter feed just lose their mind over everything. The clarity of

laying out what he did. I mean, the moment on Social Security is going to be in a loop.” Michael

then honed in on Social Security. “Republicans had a plan that they ran on in 2022 to abolish, to

sunset all federal programs, which, guess what? It included Social Security, Medicaid, Medicare.

And that was Senator Rick Scott's plan that the party signed on to.” Biden received high marks

from Steele and from just about every talking head on the mainstream media.

02.07.23-Comedian Chelsea Handler tore into Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene (R-Ga.) after the

conspiracy theorist complained that her job is “practically year-round” and doesn’t allow

lawmakers to be “regular people.” Handler was left in disbelief. “First of all, you’re not a ‘regular

person,’ you moron. You’re a congressperson because you campaigned and somehow won,

which requires you to work year-round,” she fired back. “I also don’t want to work year-round,

and that’s why I don’t.” Greene, who last year spoke at a white nationalist event, also griped

that she meets people who tell her “crazy things... that they believe because they read it on the

internet.” “Well, if that’s not the pot calling the kettle QAnon,” Handler replied. “This woman

thought 9/11 was a hoax, that the Clintons killed JFK Jr. and that Jews are in charge of space

lasers. Please, don’t come at her with some crazy ideas ― she might believe them.”

 

02.03.23-WHAT MORE DO YOU NEED TO KNOW?-Shell-40 billion dollars in profit. Exxon-56

https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/2022/08/03/ron-johnson-medicare-social-security/?itid=lk_inline_manual_11


billion. This is disgusting, but the oil companies have always been the most responsible for high

gas prices. They are too big fight!

02.01.23-RIGHT WING EXTREMIST ALERT-If there’s any topic that Marjorie Taylor Greene has

used to peddle misinformation and foster fear, it’s national security. The second-term

congresswoman is the standard-bearer of the wing of the Republican Party that goes deep on

misinformation, conspiracy theories, and thinly veiled racist tropes. In the last Congress,

Greene’s lack of committees limited the platform she had to push those views. That’s not the

case in this Congress, and it’s got national security experts—and particularly alumnae of the

larger Homeland Security Committee community—worried.

01.31.23-National Review senior writer Charles C.W. Cooke Trump’s rambling posts on his

flailing Truth Social platform show his “deterioration” on “full display.”In a column posted on

Wednesday titled “Trump Has Completely Lost His Grip on Reality,” Cook wrote that the former

president is “ranting like a deranged hobo in a dilapidated public park” with his messages.

He added: “There was a point in time at which Trump’s unusual verbal affect and singular nose

for underutilized wedge issues gave him a competitive edge. Now? Now, he’s morphing into one

of the three witches from Macbeth. To peruse Trump’s account on Truth Social is to meet a cast

of characters about whom nobody who lives beyond the Trump Extended Universe could

possibly care one whit.” Trump is ignoring real-world problems facing the nation and is instead

“busy mainlining Edward Lear,” he wrote, referring to the author of “A Book of Nonsense.”

01.30.23-THE POT AND THE KETTLE-Trump, who has already announced he is running for

president in 2024, is not happy about the prospect of facing Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis (R) in the

race.“When I hear he might run, I consider that very disloyal,” Trump told reporters

Saturday.Trump sought to take credit for DeSantis’ ascent to the governor’s office and

questioned polling showing DeSantis defeating him in some of the early primary states. (what

does Trump know about loyalty? He is only loyal to himself)

01.15.23-MANIC MAGAS-Republicans are a bit preoccupied. In the first two weeks of the new

Congress, MAGA extremists have neutered House Speaker Kevin McCarthy (R-Calif.); gutted the

Office of Congressional Ethics; tried to help tax cheats by voting to repeal funding for the IRS;

and set up a committee to obstruct criminal investigations and gin up scandals about Biden and

his family. Biden has the opportunity to contrast himself with House Republicans, who are living

up to Democrats’ characterization as unethical, power-hungry, chaotic and clueless.

01.13.23-SOMETHING WE CAN ALL AGREE ON-Social media users mocked Trump on Thursday

after the twice-impeached former president boasted on his Truth Social platform “Importantly, I

have single-handedly shown the American Public how Crooked and Corrupt our Government is.

NOW WE CAN FIX IT!” What a fool!

 01.10.23-DEEP DIVE FOR DEMOCRACY-House Republican leaders on Tuesday announced their

picks for powerful committee chairs in the new Congress, and most of them have an inherent



character flaw: They voted to overturn the 2020 presidential election results after fueling the lie

that the election was stolen from Donald Trump. “Our committee chairs represent the very best

of our conference,” House Majority Leader Scalise (R-La.) said when announcing the GOP’s

choices for chairmanships. Of the 17 members tapped for chair posts, 11 voted to reject the

results of the 2020 presidential election. They defended their decision to do this by telling the

same lie about widespread voter fraud that just hours earlier had fueled the deadly insurrection

at the Capitol and sent these lawmakers into hiding for their lives.

 01.05.23-LYING IS IN HIS DNA-Trump, in a post, says he made a “recommendation for troops”

and that then-House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) failed to act on it. But the evidence shows

Trump did not issue any formal request — so there was nothing for Pelosi to heed. The

committee report says it found “no evidence” to support the claim that he ordered 10,000

troops. Moreover, the committee said that when he referenced so many troops, it was not

because he wanted to protect the Capitol. He “floated the idea of having 10,000 National

Guardsmen deployed to protect him and his supporters from any supposed threats by left-wing

counterprotesters,” the report said. The report says that Trump brought up the issue on at least

three occasions but in such vague and obtuse ways that no senior official regarded his words as

an order.

 01.01.23-THAT'S BECAUSE THERE IS NOT ANY EVIDENCE, YOU LIAR.-Virginia “Ginni” Thomas,

the conservative activist married to controversial Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas,

admitted in a deposition held earlier this year that she did not have any evidence of widespread

fraud in the 2020 presidential election, a transcript revealed Friday. Ginni Thomas spent weeks

working behind the scenes around the time of the election to boost Trump. Text messages

previously released by the House committee investigating the Jan. 6, 2021, Capitol attack

showed how Thomas sowed doubt about the election’s legitimacy in direct conversations with

Mark Meadows, Trump’s chief of staff at the time.


